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Abstract

In this thesis, we investigate how motion through a curved spacetime background

affects a system’s dynamics, specifically the entanglement contained between its

degrees of freedom, and our ability to use the system as a clock.

We incorporate both quantum theory and general relativity using quantum field

theory in curved spacetime, localising the field by boundaries to describe e.g. an

optical cavity. We derive the effect of boundary motion on the state of the field

contained therein. A moving boundary can create particles from the vacuum in

a phenomenon known as the dynamical Casimir effect; we give a description of

the effect in curved spacetime. Reconsidering a common scenario, now adopting

the Schwarzschild metric, we find novel particle-production resonances due to the

curvature. We also discuss a potential enhancement of the effect in the phonon field

of a Bose-Einstein condensate.

We apply these results to a quantum model of the famous light-clock thought ex-

periment. After motivating and reviewing the model, we show for Gaussian clock

states that the discrepancy between two such clocks is state-independent, and sepa-

rates into classical and quantum effects. We numerically investigate the discrepancy

when one clock is held in a gravitational field and the other falls a certain distance,

finding quantitative and qualitative differences from the case of classical pointlike

observers. We further show that the quantum and classical effects respectively in-

crease and decrease in magnitude with increasing gravitational field strength.

We then study entanglement in a number of drop-tower scenarios, considering entan-

glement generated between field modes within an apparatus, and the degradation of

an initially entangled state, both between spatially separated parties, and between

modes contained within one apparatus. We quantify the effect via the negativity or

the entanglement fidelity, as appropriate to each case. We present numerical investi-

gations into the entanglement generated/degraded, finding novel features compared

to previous investigations of non-inertial motion in flat spacetime, and discuss our

results in the context of recent experiments on the subject.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Entanglement is quintessentially quantum, and studying it in a relativistic context

has yielded a number of interesting results. For example, it is not in general Lorentz-

invariant [7, 8], and is present between spacelike-separated regions of the vacuum [9],

a fact which may hold clues about the quantum properties of spacetime itself [10].

Time, on the other hand, is already at the heart of the conflict between general

relativity and quantum theory (see e.g. [11]). This thesis presents our modest efforts

in exploring these two topics. Specifically, we examine how the presence of spacetime

curvature modifies the evolution of quantum states in a system undergoing some

motion, and how this in turn affects the system’s use as a time reference, and as

a carrier of entanglement. We introduce the study of entanglement and quantum

clocks from a relativistic perspective in more technical detail in Sections 3.4 and 4.3

respectively. Although there are contexts where these two aspects are discussed in

relation to each other (e.g. [12, 13]), we consider them separately, believing each

to be a fertile ground in which to examine the interplay of relativity and quantum

theory.

To do this, we need a framework incorporating both quantum mechanics and general

relativity. Restricting ourselves to the consideration of energy scales accessible in

current (or near-future) experiments, and situations where the spacetime curvature

is relatively low (as on the surface of the Earth), we do not need a full theory of

quantum gravity, and we can instead employ the semiclassical methods of Quantum

Field Theory (QFT) in curved spacetime, as described in Chapter 2. By “semi-

classical”, we mean that quantum matter and radiation are embedded in a given

curved spacetime, the latter being subject to the classical Einstein’s equations.1

1This is distinct from “semiclassical gravity” where one obtains the spacetime metric by inserting

16



1.1. Motivation 17

QFT in curved spacetime also allows us to describe quantum fields from the per-

spective of non-inertial observers, leading to predictions of novel phenomena related

to acceleration, namely the Unruh effect [14] and the Dynamical Casimir Effect

(DCE) [15]. It is worth emphasising that these effects are both quantum mechanical

and relativistic in nature, and cannot be derived by, for example, simply inserting

a relativistic proper time into the Schrödinger equation of quantum mechanics. To

fully include (classical) relativity into the quantum dynamics, one needs QFT in

curved spacetime.

In recent years, aspects of quantum information have been integrated into QFT in

curved spacetime in a collection of research efforts known as relativistic quantum

information. This has allowed, for example, investigations into the effect of space-

time dynamics [16, 17] and non-inertial motion in flat spacetime [18, 8, 19, 20] on

quantum entanglement (see Section 3.4), and the potentially detrimental [21, 22]

or advantageous [23, 24] consequences of this effect for some quantum information

applications. A particularly fruitful branch of relativistic quantum information is

the incorporation of quantum metrology into a relativistic setting [25, 26], with a

number of potential applications including the detection of gravitational waves in

small-scale Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) experiments [27]. This framework has

been used to consider the measurement of time by quantum clocks undergoing non-

inertial motion, which is of particular relevance to this thesis, and is reviewed in

Section 4.4.2.

We will mostly consider curvature effects on quantum states of the electromagnetic

field, though we will also briefly discuss phononic states in a BEC. The field states

will serve as the clocks and carriers of entanglement, which we wil describe using

aspects of continuous-variable quantum information. To construct localised states,

we will consider the fields to be confined by boundaries, as in an optical cavity.

We then need a way to calculate the transformation of the field state as a result of

moving these boundaries through curved spacetime. Our results in this regard, de-

scribed in Chapter 5, form the cornerstone of this thesis. Throughout our work, and

particularly in the discussion of clocks, we rely upon the notion of operationalism.

This is the principle that physical concepts be defined with respect to the operations

by which they must be measured [28]. After all, “quantum phenomena do not occur

in a Hilbert space, they occur in a laboratory” [29]. We will discuss the notion of

operationalism a little more in Section 4.1, in the context of relativity.

Given the difference in the scales at which quantum theory and general relativity

are usually applied, one may ask what we expect to gain by examining their overlap.

Our response to such a question is threefold. Firstly, we point to the onward march

the average stress-energy tensor of a field state into the Einstein equations.
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of technology. Modern timekeeping is precise enough to detect gravitational time

dilation over a distance of 2 cm at the Earth’s surface [30], part of a trend of ex-

ponentially increasing precision [31]. Considering this in tandem with the potential

for improved timekeeping by exploiting quantum entanglement [32, 33], we argue

that it will one day be necessary to consider general relativity when discussing the

metrology of time. We give more details on this argument in Section 4.2.5. On the

other hand, though harder to quantify in a single number, our ability to manipulate

entanglement is also improving, driven by the expansion of the field of quantum

information theory and the pursuit of a quantum computer [34].

Our second response is to point out the possibility of new technologies and exper-

iments. There are already proposals to use effects which are both quantum and

relativistic in order to measure the Schwarzschild radius of the Earth [35], or to

make an accelerometer [36], for example. See [37] for a review of experiments car-

ried out or proposed which employ both quantum and general relativistic features.

Furthermore, there are practical questions which we cannot answer with quantum

mechanics and general relativity separately. For example, what happens if we dis-

tribute entanglement across regions with differing spacetime curvatures (a scenario

in which experimental investigations have recently begun [38]), or how do we syn-

chronise a collection of distributed (potentially space-based) quantum clocks? The

answers to these questions may be relevant for proposals to use correlated networks

of orbiting atomic clocks for entanglement-assisted GPS [32], or to search for dark

matter [39]

Finally, there is a strong motivation from the perspective of fundamental science

to investigate the nature of time and entanglement at the overlap of general rela-

tivity and quantum theory. Beyond the intrinsic interest of exploring a coherent

combination of the two most fundamental theories in physics, finding a quantum

relativistic conception of time may be of relevance when using quantum clocks to

test the equivalence principle [40, 41] and to single out general relativity from the

family of gravitational theories obeying this principle [42], for example. As noted

above, investigations of entanglement in a relativistic context have the potential to

advance research into the quantum structure of spacetime, which we discuss in more

detail in Section 3.4.

1.2 Structure of the thesis

The first part of this thesis consists of introductory chapters, presenting the rel-

evant concepts, and reviewing the context necessary to make sense of the work

presented later. Since our work combines disparate fields, and the theses of older
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students are often used to introduce newer students to an area of research, special

care has been taken to present this background in a pedagogical way, and it may

therefore be of less interest to the more experienced reader. Chapter 2 lists some

useful formulas and results from the general theory of relativity, before describing

the pertinent aspects of QFT in curved spacetime, paying particular attention to

the observer-dependence of a given quantisation of the field. In Chapter 3, we define

entanglement and describe its quantification, as well as introducing some relevant

tools from continuous-variable quantum mechanics (specifically regarding Gaussian

states) and the description of entanglement in this context, before reviewing entan-

glement in the context of relativistic field theory. The different conceptions of time

in quantum mechanics and general relativity are discussed in Chapter 4, exploring

the contrast between them, and reviewing a relativistic quantum clock model which

will be the workhorse for later results.

The presentation of our own work begins in the second part. First, as noted above,

we need a way to describe the transformation of quantum states of the field due

to the motion of the boundaries confining it. Chapter 5 gives exactly this, laying

the groundwork for later chapters. The method is laid out in general, before be-

ing applied to a well-known scenario in flat spacetime, giving a novel effect when

one includes background curvature, as well as recovering known results. We sketch a

treatment of the same scenario applied to a BEC system, finding a potential augmen-

tation of the effect. With that in place, Chapter 6 expounds our investigation into

the use of a quantum clock to measure time in a curved background, re-examining

the clock model referred to above, and finding separate classical and quantum ef-

fects on the clock time, the former arising due to the clock’s finite extent. This is

explored numerically in a droptower scenario, contrasting both quantitatively and

qualitatively with the case of ideal pointlike clocks in general relativity. In Chapter 7,

motivated by recent experimental efforts [43], we again consider the droptower, now

examining the generation of entanglement between field modes contained within a

single apparatus, as well as the degradation of entangled states between two systems

(one dropped and one fixed), and within a single dropped apparatus. We examine

the similarities and the differences in the generation/degradation of entanglement

compared to investigations of the effect of non-inertial motion in flat spacetime.

The final part, Chapter 8 presents our concluding remarks, summarising our results

and describing some limitations, as well as giving some possible future directions.

A first step in one of those directions is given in Appendix D. We give a test and an

extension of the results presented in Chapter 5 in Appendices B and C respectively.

All acronyms, and much of the notation will be defined as they are introduced, but

for reference, Appendix A contains a list of both.



Chapter 2

Quantum field theory in curved

spacetime

In this chapter we sketch the necessary background in general relativity and QFT

in curved spacetime, as well as considering some examples and identities which

will be of use later. A more complete introduction to these subjects can be found

in [44, 45] (general relativity) and [46, 47, 48, 49] and Section 14.2 of [45] (QFT in

curved spacetime). We first review some geometric notions and their application

in describing kinematics in a curved spacetime, before briefly discussing a notion

of symmetry which is of fundamental importance to the work described in this

thesis. The Schwarzschild spacetime is then introduced, and used to illustrate these

notions, and two relevant classes of observer are highlighted. This is followed by a

description of the process of quantising a real scalar field (a spin-0, and therefore

bosonic, field) in curved spacetime, and how this relates to observers. We then return

to the Schwarzschild spacetime, showing how to quantise the massless field far away

from the spacetime’s event horizon in a couple of cases, and to which observers

these quantisations relate. Finally, we describe how different field quantisations, for

example according to different observers, can be related to one other.

Here and throughout this thesis, we use a mostly-plus metric signature, and set

c = ~ = 1, except where it is useful to reintroduce them in order to compare mag-

nitudes. Furthermore, we only consider spacetimes which are globally hyperbolic,

i.e. causally well-behaved in the sense that the present determines the future (see

e.g. [45], Section 8.3, for a technical definition).

20



2.1. Curved spacetime 21

2.1 Curved spacetime

The general theory of relativity describes gravity as the effect of the non-Euclidean

geometry of spacetime, and gives a prescription for determining this geometry given

the distribution of energy in that spacetime (Einstein’s equations). In this thesis, we

do not consider the latter, asking only how the presence of a given geometry affects

the evolution of quantum states.

2.1.1 Geometry

In the mathematical formalism of general relativity, points in a spacetime constitute

a manifold. At each point of the manifold one can define tangent and cotangent

vector spaces, and physical objects are then encoded into tensors, that is, multilinear

maps acting on multiple copies of these vector spaces. For example, in coordinates

with components xµ, a tensor T is written

T = Tµ...να...β ∂µ ⊗ . . .⊗ ∂ν ⊗ dxα ⊗ . . .⊗ dxβ (2.1)

where ∂µ := ∂
∂xµ and dxα are bases for the tangent and cotangent spaces respec-

tively, ⊗ denotes the tensor product between vector spaces, and we use the Einstein

summation convention, where repeated indices indicate summation. We will use

the common notation, whereby a single element of a tensor, written with free in-

dices, is used to refer to the entire tensor (i.e. Tµ...να...β for the example above)

and a coordinate and its label are used interchangeably in the partial derivative

(e.g. ∂x0 := ∂0). An inner product between vectors in the tangent space is defined

via the (symmetric) metric tensor gµν (whose components are in general functions

of the coordinates), giving a notion of distances and angles between vectors. The

inverse metric is denoted gµν . Indices are lowered and raised by contraction with the

metric and its inverse respectively. Coordinate-invariant distances in a spacetime

with metric gµν are given by the line element

ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν (2.2)

A class of metrics which will be important later are those which are separable in

temporal and spatial coordinates, by which we mean that there exist some coordi-

nates xµ = (t,x) (with the bold font indicating a spatial 3-vector) such that the line

element can be written in the form

ds2 = −N(t,x)2dt2 +Gab(t,x)dxadxb, (2.3)
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where Latin indices indicate that the sum should be taken over only the spatial

coordinates. N(t,x) is known as the lapse function. Vectors are defined in the

tangent space of a given point in the manifold, so to relate vectors in different

tangent spaces, and therefore at different points in spacetime, we use the connection

determined by the Christoffel symbols

Γµαβ =
1

2
gµσ (∂αgσβ + ∂βgασ − ∂σgαβ) . (2.4)

The connection allows us to define tensor derivatives of vectors V µ and covectors

Vµ, such as the covariant derivative:

∇µV ν = ∂µV
ν + ΓνµσV

σ, (2.5a)

∇µVν = ∂µVν − ΓσµνVσ. (2.5b)

For a scalar quantity φ, the covariant derivative reduces to the usual partial deriva-

tive ∇µφ = ∂µφ.

2.1.2 Kinematics

The four-acceleration (or “absolute” acceleration) of an object following a worldline

C defined by the coordinate functions xµ(τ), with affine parameter τ and tangent

vector uµ = dxµ

dτ , is

aµ := uν∇νuµ =
d2xµ

dτ2
+ Γµαβ

dxα

dτ

dxβ

dτ
. (2.6)

The proper acceleration experienced by the object is a =
√
aµaµ. An inertial ob-

ject (i.e one with zero four-acceleration) follows a worldline satisfying the geodesic

equation, which is obtained by setting the left-hand side of Equation (2.6) to zero.

We recall that uµ encodes the object’s energy and momentum. Adopting the “clock

postulate”, discussed in Section 4.1, we identify the time measured by an observer

following the curve xµ(τ) with the affine parameter τ , which we refer to as the proper

time. This is related to the line element along the curve by dτ2 = −ds2, i.e.

τ =

∫
C

√
−gµν(x)dxµdxν . (2.7)

2.1.3 Time-symmetric spacetimes

Continuous symmetries of a spacetime are associated with a Killing vector (the latter

generating, in the Lie theory sense, the corresponding element of the symmetry
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group), and correspond to conservation laws via Noether’s theorem. A vector ξµ is

Killing if it satisfies

∇µξν +∇νξµ = 0. (2.8)

If the metric is independent of a particular coordinate, say xρ, so that ∂ρgµν = 0,

then ξµ = δµρ is a Killing vector. If a vector V µ satisfies gµνV
µV ν < 0, it is said

to be timelike. Combining these statements, we see that if a metric has a time-

translation symmetry, so that it is independent of a temporal coordinate x0, then ∂0

is a timelike Killing vector1. Conversely, given a timelike Killing vector, we can find

coordinates such that ξµ = (1,0), and Equation (2.8) then ensures that the metric

is independent of that temporal coordinate. Denoting these coordinates xµ = (t,x),

the family of observers with uµ proportional to ξµ, i.e. uµ =
(
(−g00(x)−1/2,0

)
,2

therefore have proper times τ such that ∂
∂τ = (−g00)−1/2∂t. This fact will be of

particular relevance in the following section, where it will be related to an observer’s

definition of the particle content of a quantum field. If a spacetime (or a patch

thereof) admits a Killing vector which is everywhere timelike, it is referred to as

stationary. If, in addition, the metric can be written such that the line element

takes the form given in Equation (2.3), the spacetime (or patch thereof) is referred

to as static.

2.1.4 The Schwarzschild metric

In later chapters, we will make use of the Schwarzschild metric, whose corresponding

line element can be written in spherical coordinates as

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
1

f(r)
dr2 + r2dΩ2, (2.9)

where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2, f(r) := 1 − rS
r and the Schwarzschild radius is

rS = 2GM , with G and M respectively denoting the gravitational constant and

the mass of a black hole. Far from the black hole’s horizon (i.e. r >> rS) This

spacetime can be used to model a spherically-symmetric gravitating body with mass

M . Ignoring the effect of the Earth’s rotation, we will use this spacetime to model

physics at and near the planet’s surface. We note that this spacetime is static. The

metric is independent of t and therefore ξµ = δµt satisfies condition (2.8), i.e. ∂t is a

timelike Killing vector3.

An experimenter at rest with respect to the surface of the Earth, i.e. with fixed

1where the vector is written in the form given in Equation (2.1).
2The necessity of this form is a consequence of the normalisation of the tangent vector

gµνu
µuν = −1.

3This is no longer true for r < rS , but we only consider r >> rS in this thesis.
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(r, θ, ϕ) = (r0, θ0, ϕ0), is referred to as a “shell” observer. From the normalisation

of uµ, we see that such an observer has the four-velocity uµshell =
(
f(r0)−1/2,0

)
, and

so in an interval of coordinate time t, the observer experiences a proper time

τshell =
√
f(r0)t. (2.10)

The shell observer is related to the timelike Killing vector ∂t in the manner discussed

in Section 2.1.3, and we have ∂
∂τshell

= f(r0)−1/2∂t. Now, since the coordinate

acceleration duµ

dτ = 0, from the right-hand side of Equation (2.6), we see that the

only the connection (i.e. geometric) term contributes to the four-acceleration, and

a shell observer then experiences the proper acceleration

ashell =
rs

2r2
0

1√
f(r0)

. (2.11)

This example highlights the difference between the proper, coordinate and four-

acceleration.

A second type of observer who will be relevant in later chapters is the “drip” observer,

who starts at rest at, say, (r, θ, ϕ) = (r0, θ0, ϕ0) and falls freely for a period of time.

Solving the geodesic equation (Equation (2.6) with aµ = 0), one finds

uµdrip =

(√
f(r0)

f(r)
,−
√
f(r0)− f(r), 0, 0

)
, (2.12)

and therefore in an interval of coordinate time t, the drip observer then experiences

a proper time

τdrip =

√
r0

rS

[√
r(r0 − r) + r0 arccos

(√
r

r0

)]
(2.13)

where r(t) is determined by

dr

dt
= −f(r)

√
1− f(r)

f(r0)
. (2.14)

2.2 Quantising the scalar field on a curved background

QFT is a framework for describing systems of identical particles, where particle

number is a dynamical quantity. It came about in large part from efforts to make

quantum theory compatible with special relativity [50]. In it, particles are described

as the quantised excitations of the field. We follow the common canonical quantisa-

tion procedure for free fields [51], which we summarise here:

1. Specify a Lagrangian for a classical field, usually on the grounds of certain
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symmetries.

2. Apply the principle of extremal action to find equations of motion for the field.

3. Associate the set of solutions to these equations with modes, and express the

field as a linear combination of these solutions;

4. Find the canonical momentum corresponding to the field, and obtain the

Hamiltonian via the Legendre transform.

5. Associate the field and its momentum with operators, and impose that their

equal-time commutators (or anticommutators for fermionic fields) are equal to

i~ multiplied by the Poisson bracket of the corresponding classical quantities

(a prescription formalised by Dirac [52]).

6. Decompose the field operator into creation and annihilation operators associ-

ated with each classical solution (i.e. mode), subject to the usual (anti)commutation

relations.

7. Use the creation and annihilation operators to define a ground (vacuum) state

and a Fock space for each mode.

In QFT in curved spacetime, the general theory of relativity is incorporated by “em-

bedding” quantum fields in a classical curved spacetime. The resulting semiclassical

theory is then analogous to the treatment of quantum matter sujected to classical

electromagnetic radiation (for example in the treatment of the Rabi problem), and

just as in the latter theory, the reaction of the classical field to the quantum mat-

ter is ignored. We will consider a real scalar field, which corresponds to uncharged

spin-0 particles, such as the Higgs boson and certain composite particles (neutral

scalar mesons), and is the simplest of the fields commonly studied in QFT. More

relevant to the work described in this thesis, however, is the capacity of the massless

real scalar field to model the electromagnetic field when the effect of polarisation

is neglected [53], as well as the acoustic excitations of a BEC while taking into ac-

count a curved spacetime background [54, 55]. We will mostly consider the former

application, considering BECs only briefly in Section 5.6.

2.2.1 A real scalar field on a classical background

Giving up the global Lorentz symmetry of Minkowski-space QFT, and instead de-

manding only local covariance, one finds the general Lagrangian density for a real

scalar field Φ with mass m, embedded in a spacetime with metric gµν , to be [47]

L =
1

2
(−g)1/2 {gµν (∇µΦ) (∇νΦ)−

[
m2 + ζR

]
Φ2
}
, (2.15)
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where g := |det(gµν)|, ζ is an arbitrary numerical factor, R is the Ricci scalar

curvature, and where all quantities except for m and ζ are in general functions of

the spacetime coordinates. Here we choose ζ = 0 (so called “minimal coupling”).

Applying the principle of extremal action to Equation (2.15), one arrives at the

generally covariant Klein-Gordon equation

[
2 +m2

]
Φ = 0 (2.16)

with 2 := gµν∇µ∇ν = (−g)−1/2∂µ
[
(−g)1/2gµν∂ν

]
. Equation (2.16) being linear, its

solutions form a vector space. Let {φk} denote a basis to this space, with each k

representing a set of numbers (collectively referred to as a mode) labelling the solu-

tion. Since the differential operator in Equation (2.16) contains only real quantities,

it follows that {φ∗k} (where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate) must also be solutions.

The general solution is then given as a linear combination of each mode,

Φ =

∫∑
k

[akφk + a∗kφ
∗
k] , (2.17)

where ak are arbitrary complex coefficients and

∫∑
k

denotes either integration or

summation over k depending its continuous or discrete nature. The orthonormality

of elements of the basis is defined with respect to the inner product [47]

(f1, f2) := −i
∫

Σ
dσ(−gΣ)1/2 nµ [f1 (∂µf

∗
2 )− (∂µf1) f∗2 ] , (2.18)

where Σ is a spacelike hypersurface with future-directed unit normal nµ and induced

metric gΣ. The product defined by (2.18) satisfies all the properties of a Hermitian

inner product except for positivity, i.e. we can have (f, f) < 0, as we shall see. Using

the property of global hyperbolicity mentioned earlier, it can be shown that (2.18)

is independent of Σ [47].

Given a metric written in the form determined by Equation (2.3), the Klein-Gordon

inner product becomes [14]

(f1, f2) = −i
∫
dx

√
G

N
[f1 (∂tf

∗
2 )− (∂tf1) f∗2 ] , (2.19)

where G := detGab. Here the spacelike hypersurface Σ is given by t = const, and

the product is therefore independent of t. Furthermore, we can define the conjugate

momentum to each mode solution by [14]

Πk(t,x) :=

√
G(t,x)

N(t,x)
∂tφk(t,x), (2.20)
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and the conjugate momentum to the general solution Φ is then Π :=

∫∑
k

Πk.

To quantise the field, we need a prescription for constructing an algebra of oper-

ators and a Hilbert space from the classical solution given in Equation (2.17). In

particular, we will need physical grounds on which to chose one basis of solutions

over another.

2.2.2 Quantising the field for inertial observers in flat spacetime

Let us briefly consider the set of inertial reference frames in Minkowski (flat) space-

time, each described in the usual rectangular system of coordinates. In these cases,

we have gµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1), and the operator 2 takes the same form in each

frame. Denoting any such frame by (t,x), there is a “natural” choice for the basis

of solutions:

φk(t,x) = Nke
−i(ωkt−k·x) (2.21)

where the (continuous) mode label is the wavevector k, ωk = m2 + |k|2 and Nk =

1/
√

2ωk(2π)3 is a normalisation constant.

From Equation (2.20), we find the conjugate field Π = ∂tΦ and promote4 Φ and

Π to operators. Imposing the canonical commutation relations on them (the Dirac

prescription mentioned above) leads to the promotion of ak to an operator (with

a∗k → a†k) satisfying the bosonic commutation relation[
ak, a

†
k′

]
= δ(k− k′), (2.22)

where [·, ·] is the commutator and δ(x) is the Dirac distribution. A vacuum state

can be defined by ak |0〉 = 0 ∀k. One can then construct a Fock space in the usual

way, by defining a single-particle Hilbert space, and then taking the (appropriately

symmetrised) direct sum of each tensor power of this single-particle space [56]. The

states with definite particle number in each mode form a basis for the Fock space,

a state with n particles in mode k being denoted by |nk〉. The ak and a†k are then

interpreted as ladder operators for particle-number states:

a†k |nk〉 =
√
nk + 1 |(n+ 1)k〉 , (2.23a)

ak |nk〉 =
√
nk |(n− 1)k〉 . (2.23b)

The number of particles in mode k is associated with the operator a†kak. Under

a Lorentz transformation such that kµ = (ωk,k) → k′µ = (ωk′ ,k
′), an n-particle

4By “promoting” something to an operator, we mean that we associate an operator with it, and
in an abuse of notation, use the original quantity to denote the associated operator.
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Fock state of mode k then transforms to an n-particle Fock state of mode k′ (and

the vacuum state is unchanged). Consequently, all inertial observers agree on the

number of particles in the field. For general observers and/or general spacetimes,

we will see that this is no longer the case.

2.2.3 Quantisation for general observers in general spacetimes

When quantising the field in the previous section, we could have chosen a different

basis of solutions than the one given by Equation (2.21). Indeed, one can arbitrarily

combine the elements of one basis in order to construct a new one. Is it then

natural to ask why this particular basis was used, and if another would have been

equally valid. We will now see that these questions are particularly relevant when

quantising the field in curved spacetime. Since the vacuum state (and thence the

notion of particles) was defined with respect to the set of modes, the choice of

basis has physical consequences, and must therefore be made based upon a physical

condition. Before continuing, we note that in flat spacetime, every inertial frame’s

time coordinate t is associated with the timelike Killing vector ∂t.

A physical condition determining a basis of modes

Let (t,x) now denote coordinates in any stationary spacetime, such that ∂t is a

timelike Killing vector; the metric is therefore independent of t in these coordinates.

Consequently, given any solution φ(t,x) to the Klein-Gordon equation (2.16),

φ(t+ dt,x) = (1 + dt ∂t)φ(t,x) (2.24)

is also a solution, and we can therefore see that the space of solutions forms a

representation5 of the time-translation symmetry group. The generator ∂t is the

timelike Killing vector itself. If we can find a basis of solutions {φk(t,x)} which

diagonalise this operator, i.e. such that

∂tφk(t,x) =− iωkφ(t,x), (2.25a)

∂tφk(t,x)∗ = iωkφ(t,x), (2.25b)

for some positive ωk, then we have found a basis whose elements respond to the action

of the group by accruing a phase, but not mixing with one another. In other words,

we have decomposed the representation of the time-translation symmetry group into

a direct sum of one-dimensional irreducible representations. The distinction between

5More precisely stated, the solutions form the space upon which a group representation acts.
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modes is therefore not lost over time, and as a consequence, after quantisation, the

Hilbert space constructed at a given time will be consistent with the one constructed

at some later time. The mode solutions with eigenvalues −iωk (respectively iωk) are

referred to as having positive-frequency (respectively negative-frequency). Equating

the inner product (2.18) between two mode solutions at times t and t+ dt, we find

[∂tφk(t,x), φk′(t,x)) + (φk(t,x), ∂tφk′(t,x)] = 0, and then Equations (2.25) imply

− i (ωk − ωk′) (φk(t,x), φk′(t,x)) = 0, (2.26)

and so condition (2.25) implies that different modes are orthogonal. By a similar

process, one finds that (φk(t,x), φk′(t,x)∗) = 0 ∀k, k′. We are then free to choose

the {φk(t,x)} such that they are orthonormal

(φk(t,x), φk′(t,x)) = Ikk′ , (2.27)

where Ikk′ is either a Dirac distribution δ(k−k′), a Kronecker delta δkk′ , or a combi-

nation thereof according to the nature and dimension of the label k. However, from

the definition of the inner product (2.18), we must then have (φk(t,x)∗, φk′(t,x)∗) =

−Ikk′ . Nonetheless, if we interpret the operator E := i∂t as corresponding to energy,

this negativity, combined with the conditions (2.25), ensures that the energy of a

mode

(φk(t,x), Eφk(t,x)) = (φk(t,x)∗, Eφk(t,x)∗) = ωk (2.28)

is always positive. This would not have been guaranteed for an arbitrary choice of

basis, which underlines the {φk(t,x)} as a physically appropriate choice.

In a static spacetime, the Klein-Gordon equation becomes separable in its spatial and

temporal coordinates in such a way that the existence of solutions satisfying (2.25)

is guaranteed. For stationary but not static spacetimes, one can nonetheless arrive

at a similarly consistent quantum description via algebraic QFT. Specifically, one

can demand that, in selecting a representation of the algebra of field operators, one

arrives at a one-particle Hilbert space such that the left-hand side of (2.28) is equal

to the energy of the corresponding one-particle state (see [57] for a full treatment).

From here we can follow the same procedure as in Section 2.2.2, leading to a Fock

space and ladder operators satisfying
[
ak, a

†
k′

]
= Ikk′ , with a the field operator

Φ =

∫∑
k

[
akφk + a†kφ

∗
k

]
, (2.29)

Since φk(t + ∆t,x) = e−iωk∆tφk(t,x), the time-evolution of the free quantised field

in the Heisenberg picture is given by ak(t+ ∆t) = e−iωk∆tak(t).
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Associating a given mode structure with observers

While we have arrived at a quantisation of the field where the mode structure is

determined by a physical condition, there remains an ambiguity. There can exist

multiple inequivalent timelike Killing vectors associated with a spacetime (as in

Minkowski space), resulting in multiple inequivalent quantisations of the field6, and

we must decide which quantisation is appropriate for a given observer. We do so

by noting, as in Section 2.1.3, that there is a family of observers corresponding

to each timelike Killing vector, namely those whose worldline has tangent vector

uµ =
(
(−g00(x)−1/2,0

)
. Each member of this family has a proper time τ such

that ∂
∂τ = (−g00)−1/2∂t. Solutions that are of positive (negative) frequency with

respect to a timelike Killing vector are therefore of positive (negative) frequency

with respect to the corresponding observers, though different observers will assign

different values to these frequencies. We can now finally answer the questions of why

the basis of solutions Equation (2.21) was appropriate for inertial observers in flat

spacetime, and if there are other possible bases. The answer to the former question is

that Equation (2.21) gives the positive (and its conjugate, the negative) frequency

solutions with respect to each inertial observer’s proper time, and these proper

times correspond to timelike Killing vectors. The answer to the latter question is

affirmative: consider the timelike Killing vector given by ∂η := x∂t + t∂x, where t

and x respectively refer to the temporal and one spatial coordinate of an inertial

frame. This corresponds to the temporal coordinate η of a Rindler frame, used to

describe observers undergoing constant proper acceleration (in this case in the x

direction) [58]. Choosing a basis of solutions which diagonalises ∂η, one arrives at

a mode structure, and then a Hilbert space, which is different from the one used

for inertial observers. One consequence of this is that the vacuum states differs

for inertial and accelerated observers. This leads to a phenomenon known as the

Unruh effect7. In Section 2.2.5, we will see how to relate quantisations according to

different timelike Killing vectors, and therefore different observers, via Bogoliubov

transformations.

Arbitrary observers and non-stationary spacetimes

We have described a procedure for quantising the field when there exists a timelike

Killing vector. In non-stationary spacetime, where no such vector exists, there is

in general no physical condition dictating specific mode structures, and therefore

6Note that these quantisations are inequivalent in the sense that they correspond to different
choices of a basis of modes, but they are equivalent in the sense of representation theory - they are
related to each other by a unitary transformation.

7To arrive at the thermal state predicted in the Unruh effect, one needs an additional concept,
specifically the causal horizon generated by uniform acceleration.
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specific vacuum states. To make matters worse, while the vacua of a field quantised

according to two different timelike Killing vectors are related to each other by a

unitary transformation (see Section 2.2.5), in non-stationary spacetimes the possible

vacua are unitarily inequivalent. One must therefore abandon the hope of calculating

observables via a Hilbert space, and instead use algebraic QFT in curved spacetime

(see [59] for a concise introduction and historical overview).

Furthermore, for observers in a stationary spacetime who are not associated with

timelike Killing vector fields in the manner described above, the quantisation of

the field according to one or another timelike Killing vector does not describe the

particle content of the field according to that observer. In this case, one may be

able to make statements about how that observer sees a the field via locally-defined

quantities such as 〈ψ|Tµν(xµ(τ)) |ψ〉, where xµ(τ) is the observer’s worldline, Tµν(xµ)

is the stress-energy tensor of the field and |ψ〉 is the field state according to a given

quantisation (see [47] for details and a full definition of Tµν(xµ)).

Finally, there are certain cases where there is a timelike Killing vector associated

with the observer of interest before and after a given process, and one can treat such

cases as a scattering problem. On the one hand, we have cases where the spacetime

is made of three regions: an “in” region where that the spacetime is stationary, a

non-stationary middle region, and an “out” region where the spacetime is stationary

again, as is the case8 when calculating the Hawking radiation from a star collapsing

into a black hole [60] or particle creation by an expanding universe [61]. On the

other hand, as we discuss in Chapter 5, one can consider observers who begin by

following a worldline associated with a timelike Killing vector, then undergo some

arbitrary motion, before returning to a worldline associated with a timelike Killing

vector.

2.2.4 Quantising a real massless scalar field on the Schwarzschild

spacetime

We take as an example a real massless scalar field in the Schwarzschild spacetime,

which we will use in later chapters. We seek to describe the field far from the horizon

r >> rs. Using the “tortoise” coordinate

r∗ = r + rS ln

∣∣∣∣ rrS − 1

∣∣∣∣ , (2.30)

the line element in the Schwarzschild spacetime (Equation (2.9)) becomes

ds2 = f(r)(−dt2 + dr2
∗) + r2dΩ2. (2.31)

8The in and out regions in these examples are in fact only asymptotically stationary.
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The angular part of metric is the same as in the Minkowski metric (in Spherical

coordinates), and the other part is independent of the angular coordinates. Con-

sequently, the angular part of the Klein-Gordon equation (2.16) is separable, and

takes the same form as in flat spacetime. We can therefore write the solutions in

terms of spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, ϕ), i.e. φlm(t, r∗, θ, ϕ) = Rl(t, r∗)
Ylm(θ,ϕ)

r , where

Rl(t, r∗) satisfies [45] [
∂2
t − ∂2

r∗ + Vl(r)
]
Rl(t, r∗) = 0 (2.32)

with

Vl(r) := f(r)

[
l(l + 1)

r2
+
rS
r3

]
. (2.33)

Vl(r) acts as a potential barrier, with a maximum at r < 3
2rS and tending to zero at

r = rS and r → ∞. In the regime of interest (far from the event horizon), we can

take Vl(r) ≈ 0, and our mode solutions are

φωlm(t, r, θ, ϕ) ≈ Nωe
−iω[t−r∗(r)]Ylm(θ, ϕ)

r
, (2.34)

with Nω =
√

2πω and (φωlm, φω′l′m′) = δll′δmm′δ(ω − ω′). Now, as noted in Sec-

tion 2.1.4, ∂t is a timelike Killing vector, and we have ∂tφωlm = −iωφωlm. Further-

more, a shell observer fixed at (r, θ, ϕ) = (r0, θ0, ϕ0) has a tangent vector parallel

to δµt , and (as also noted in Section 2.1.4) their proper time τshell is such that
∂

∂τshell
= f(r0)−1/2∂t. Consequently, the shell observer agrees with the separation

into positive and negative-frequency modes according to the timelike Killing vector

∂t, and we can use the mode basis given in Equation (2.34) to quantise the field for

this observer according to the procedure described in Section 2.2.3. The total field

is then given by a linear combination as in Equation (2.29).

2.2.5 Bogoliubov transformations

Transformation and identities

We can describe the elements of one basis of mode solutions {φ̃k} in another basis

{φl} by a linear combination

φ̃k =

∫∑
l
(αklφl + βklφ

∗
l ) , (2.35)

with the inverse relation

φl =

∫∑
k

(
α∗klφ̃k − βklφ̃∗k

)
. (2.36)

These are referred to as Bogoliubov transformations, and the αkl and βkl as Bo-

goliubov coefficients. They allow us to translate between quantisations according to
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different timelike Killing vectors, or to describe the “scattering” processes mentioned

above. In the former case, the Bogoliubov coefficients are given by αkl = (φ̃k, φl)

and βkl = −(φ̃k, φ
∗
l ). Inserting (2.36) and its complex conjugate into the expansion

for field operator (Equation 2.29), we can rewrite the transformation as acting on

the ladder operators, giving

ãk =

∫∑
l

(
α∗klal − β∗kla

†
l

)
(2.37)

and the inverse transformation

al =

∫∑
k

(
αklãk + β∗klã

†
k

)
. (2.38)

These correspond to a class of unitary transformations, e.g. ãk = UakU
†, where the

generator of U is at most quadratic in the {al} and {a†l }. Indeed, the action of any

at-most-quadratic Hamiltonian, such as displacement, squeezing and beam-splitting

operations, or any other Gaussian operation in quantum optics (see Chapter 3) can

be represented by a Bogoliubov transformation [62]. In Appendix D, we derive

expressions for the unitary operator corresponding to a perturbative Bogoliubov

transformation.

The possible Bogoliubov transformations are constrained by the following three

(equivalent) conditions: the preservation of the canonical commutation relation,

the preservation of the orthonormality of the mode bases, and the unitary character

of the transformation. These conditions are met if the coefficients αkl and βkl satisfy

the Bogoliubov identities: ∫∑
l

(αmlα
∗
nl − βmlβ∗nl) = Imn (2.39a)∫∑

l
(αmlβnl − βmlαnl) = 0 (2.39b)

As noted above, the vacuum state constructed by the field quantisation with respect

to {φ̃k}, i.e. the state
∣∣0̃〉 defined by ãk

∣∣0̃〉 = 0 ∀k, need not coincide with |0〉,
the one constructed by the quantisation with respect to {φk}. We can see this by

considering the action of ãk on the |0〉:

ãk |0〉 = −
∫∑
l
β∗kla

†
l |0〉 6= 0 (2.40)

i.e. |0〉 6=
∣∣0̃〉. The particle content of the field is therefore an observer-dependent

quantity. For example, the vacuum state of the {φ̃k} quantisation contains an aver-
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age of

〈nl〉 =

∫∑
k
|βkl|2 (2.41)

particles in the mode corresponding to φl. The βkl therefore quantify “particle

creation” due to the transformation.

Matrix form

Let us gather the mode solutions {φl} into a column vector

Ψ :=



φ1

φ2

...

φ∗1
φ∗2
...


, (2.42)

and define the matrices α and β as those whose components are given by the co-

efficients αkl and βkl. We can then write the Bogoliubov transformation to the

new basis {φ̃k} (likewise gathered into the column vector Ψ̃) as a matrix equation

Ψ̃ = SΨ, with (in block matrix form)

S :=

(
α β

β∗ α∗

)
. (2.43)

The Bogoliubov identities (2.39) can then be written

SKS† = K, (2.44)

with K := 1⊕(−1) where 1 is the identity matrix. This identifies S as an element of

(a complex representation of) the real symplectic group [63, 64], with the symplectic

formK. The corresponding Lie algebra in this representation consists of the matrices

X satisfying

XK +KX† = 0. (2.45)

The composition of multiple Bogoliubov transformations is calculated by multiplying

the corresponding matrices.
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Perturbative Bogoliubov transformations

Throughout this thesis we will make use of perturbative Bogoliubov transformations,

i.e.

αmn = α(0)
mn + α(1)

mn + α(2)
mn + . . . (2.46a)

βmn = β(1)
mn + β(2)

mn + . . . (2.46b)

with α
(0)
mn = Gmδmn for some Gm, and where the number in parentheses indicates the

order of that term in some small parameter. The Bogolibov identities can written

order by order, giving

|Gm|2 = 1 (2.47a)

Gmα
(1)∗
nm = −G∗nα(1)

mn (2.47b)

Gmβ
(1)
nm = Gnβ

(1)
mn (2.47c)

Gmα
(2)∗
nm +G∗nα

(2)
mn = −

∫∑
p

(
α(1)
mpα

(1)∗
np − β(1)

mpβ
(1)∗
np

)
(2.47d)

Gmβ
(2)
nm −Gnβ(2)

mn = −
∫∑
p

(
α(1)
mpβ

(1)
np − β(1)

mpα
(1)
np

)
, (2.47e)

and |0〉 can be related to
∣∣0̃〉 by [65]

|0〉 =

{
1+

1

2

∫∑
pq

[(
V (1)
pq + V (2)

pq

)
a†pa
†
q −

1

2
|β(1)
pq |2

]
+

1

4

∫∑
pqrs

V (1)
pq V

(1)
rs a

†
pa
†
qa
†
ra
†
s

} ∣∣0̃〉 (2.48)

where

V (1)
mn = −G∗nβ(1)∗

mn (2.49a)

V (2)
mn = −G∗nβ(2)∗

mn +G∗mG
∗
n

∫∑
p
β(1)∗
pm α(1)

pn (2.49b)

If we write a state in the quantisation acording to {φl} as a combination of its ladder

operators acting on its vacuum, then Equations (2.38) and (2.48) give us a way to

write that state in the {φ̃k} quantisation. Note that due to the perturbative nature

of the transformation, it may be necessary to normalise the state afterwards.



Chapter 3

Entanglement and the

covariance matrix formalism

In this chapter we will briefly discuss the notion of quantum entanglement and its

quantification, before reviewing the covariance matrix formalism for treating Gaus-

sian states. The latter is most often applied in the field of quantum optics in flat

spacetime, and this is the context we use to introduce it. Reviews of entanglement

and entanglement measures can be found in [66] and [67] respectively, while a peda-

gogical introduction to continuous-variable quantum mechanics and Gaussian states

can be found in [68]. The consideration of Gaussian states allows us to greatly

simplify certain calculations; two relevant examples are the evolution of the optical

phase of a quantum state (which is necessary for the results described in Chap-

ter 6), and the negativity (a measure of a quantum state’s entanglement, introduced

in the following section and employed in Chapter 7). We begin by defining entan-

glement, the negativity of a state and the entanglement fidelity. We then show how

a bosonic quantum field can give rise to a continuous-variable Hilbert space, and

how observable aspects of the electromagnetic field are related to this description.

The covariance matrix formalism is then introduced, and Gaussian states defined,

before showing how Bogoliubov transformations of states, discussed in Section 2.2.5,

are represented within the formalism. Applying the notions outlined in this chapter

to the scalar field discussed in Chapter 2 allows us to explore relativistic effects on

the former, and to consider scenarios where the underlying spacetime is curved. To

provide a background for later work, we review some studies of entanglement in a

relativistic context in Section 3.4

36
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3.1 Entanglement

Entanglement is a key feature of quantum mechanics, arising due to a combination

of the superposition principle, and the way in which distinct degrees of freedom are

composed within the theory. Broadly speaking, the degree of entanglement in a

system’s state is the extent to which separate descriptions of the system’s degrees of

freedom fail to describe their totality; for entangled states, “the whole is something

beside the parts” [69]. Entanglement is a fungible resource, forming an essential

part of numerous quantum information processing and quantum cryptographic ap-

plications (see [66]). Its central role in foundational studies of quantum mechanics is

exemplified by Bell’s theorem, where entanglement is used to discount the possibility

of local hidden-variable interpretations of quantum mechanics [70]. It is a necessary

feature of any post-quantum theory which encompasses classical physics [71].

We define bipartite entanglement1 in the following way. A pure state represented

by the vector |ψAB〉 in H = HA ⊗HB is called separable when it can be written as

a product of states in the subspaces, i.e. |ψ〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉. For a mixed state with

density operator ρ on H, the separability condition generalises to

ρAB =
∑
i

piρ
i
A ⊗ ρiB. (3.1)

A state which is not separable is entangled. Given the utility of this nonseparability

as a resource, it is of interest to quantify the entanglement contained within a state.

The zoo of entanglement measures is discussed in detail in [67]. This quantification is

in general a highly non-trivial task, and a comparison of the entanglement content

of different states gives rise to structure which is only partially ordered [72]. Of

relevance to the task of quantifying entanglement is the Partial Positive Transpose

(PPT) criterion, also known as the Peres-Horodecki criterion. A PPT state is one

where taking the partial transpose of the density operator with respect to one of the

subspaces results in an operator with non-negative eigenvalues. The PPT criterion

is the statement that a separable state is necessarily PPT. However, in general, PPT

does not imply separability. States which are PPT but not separable cannot be used

to distil pure maximally entangled states, a property which is referred to as bound

entanglement [66]. The division of bipartite states into these categories is illustrated

in Figure 3.1.

1The multipartite case, i.e. where H is a product of more than two subspaces, is not relevant to
the work presented in this thesis.
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Separable Entangled

Bound
entangled* 

PPT

Figure 3.1: An illustration of the division of bipartite states into separable, entan-
gled, PPT and bound entangled. The ∗ denotes that the indicated set may not
contain all bound entangled states.

3.1.1 Negativity

The failure of a state to be PPT can be used to define a measure of entanglement,

the negativity, as follows:

N (ρ) :=
||ρTB ||1 − 1

2
=

∣∣∣∣∣∑
p

λ−p

∣∣∣∣∣ (3.2)

where ||A||1 := tr
√
A†A is the trace norm, TB denotes the partial transpose with

respect to B, and λ−p are the negative eigenvalues of ρTB . The eigenvalues of ρTB

are the same as those of ρTA , and therefore the value of N (ρ) does not change if we

replace ρTB with ρTA in Equation (3.2). The negativity is by definition 0 for all PPT

states (including bound entangled ones). Moreover, it is not additive i.e. N (ρ⊗n) 6=
nN (ρ). For finite-dimensional systems, the negativity can be efficiently estimated

by mesurements [73], but for continuous variables, a full state tomography is needed

(as in [74]). Operationally, the negativity gives an upper bound to the distillable

entanglement and the state’s capacity to be used for quantum teleportation [75].

3.1.2 Entanglement fidelity

In addition to quantifying the entanglement present within a system, we will find

it useful to quantify how this entanglement is affected when the system undergoes

some dynamics. To this end, we use the entanglement fidelity, which can be thought

of as the fidelity of a process with respect to an initial state; it is the probability that

a state undergoing some process would pass a test verifying that it agreed with the

initial state (for example according to a joint measurement on A and B) [76]. The

entanglement fidelity of a state ρAB with respect to a pure entangled state |ψAB〉 is

given by [77]

FψAB [ρ] := 〈ψAB| ρ |ψAB〉 (3.3)
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3.2 Gaussian-state quantum mechanics

3.2.1 From a bosonic field to Continuous variables

Given creation and annihilation operators an and a†n for mode n of the electromag-

netic (or indeed any bosonic) field, we can define hermitian quadrature operators by

qn :=
1√
2

(
an + a†n

)
(3.4a)

pn :=
−i√

2

(
an − a†n

)
. (3.4b)

These correspond respectively to the real and imaginary parts of a classical wave

in the field (see the calculations in Section II.A of [78] for details). They represent

observables of the field, and can be measured by the process of homodyne detec-

tion [79, 78]. Assuming the mode label n to be discrete, they satisfy the canonical

commutation relation [qm, pn] = iδmn. Restricting ourself for now to the considera-

tion of N modes,2 we gather the quadratures together into the vector

Q̂ := (q1, p1, q2, p2, . . . qN , pN )T , (3.5)

i.e. Q̂2n−1 := qn and Q̂2n := pn, and the canonical commutation relations can then

be written [
Q̂m, Q̂n

]
= iK̃mn (3.6)

where the matrix K̃ is a finite-dimensional symplectic form (similar3 to K in Sec-

tion 2.2.5), with components satisfying

K̃mn =


1 if n = m+ 1

−1 if n = m− 1

0 otherwise.

(3.7)

Defining the characteristic function of a quantum state ρ by

χ(Y ) := tr
[
ρ eiQ̂

T K̃Y
]
, (3.8)

2Given the dearth of literature on the subject of infinite-mode continuous-variable quantum
mechanics, we shall follow the usual procedure of restricting ourself to N modes, and then tacitly
assuming that the relevant quantities generalise straightforwardly as N →∞.

3A truncated version of K is obtained from K̃ by the change of basis that takes
(q1, p1, q2, p2, . . . , qN , pN )T to (q1, q2, . . . , qN , p1, p2, . . . , pN )T
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where Y ∈ R2N , the Wigner function corresponding to that quantum state is given

by the Fourier transform [62]

W (X) =
1

(2π)2N

∫
dY e−iX

T K̃Y χ(Y ) (3.9)

where X ∈ R2N . The components of the vector X constitute a phase space, cor-

responding element-by-element to the quadrature operators constituting Q̂. The

Wigner function is then a quasiprobability distribution on that quantum phase space

(see e.g. [78]). This gives a description of a physical state which is equivalent to the

density operator, and the invertible map between the two descriptions (i.e. Equa-

tion (3.9)) is known as the Wigner-Weyl transform [80]. The Wigner function can

take negative values, and can only be treated as a joint probability distribution

when calculating the marginal probabilities or expectation values of compatible ob-

servables, e.g. qn and pm with m 6= n. The negativity of the Wigner function is

sometimes taken as a signature of non-classicality [81], though there is some ambi-

guity in this (see e.g. the introduction of [82] and references therein). For example,

there are states with positive Wigner functions, but which exhibit quantum entan-

glement, as we shall see.

3.2.2 Gaussian states and the covariance matrix formalism

We now define a vector of first moments d by

dj := 〈Q̂j〉, (3.10)

and a matrix of second moments σ (the covariance matrix) by

σij = 〈{Xi, Xj}〉 − 2 〈Xi〉 〈Xj〉 , (3.11)

where 〈A〉 denotes the expectation value of the operator A with respect to the state

of the field, the labels i, j run from 1 to 2N and {·, ·} is the anticommutator. Note

that these definitions may differ from other authors by a multiplicative numerical

factor. The requirement that the density operator be positive semidefinite, combined

with the canonical commutation relations (Equation (3.6)), imply that [68]

σ + iK̃ ≥ 0. (3.12)

This expresses the uncertainty relation between the quadratures of a given mode (in

the sense of the Robertson relation [83]). Any σ satisfying this inequality corresponds

to a physical state [68]. Furthermore, from the definition of σ we have σij = σji,
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and the inequality then implies that σ > 0.

The Gaussian states are those for which the Wigner function takes the form of a

Gaussian distribution:

W (X) =
1

πN
1√

detσ
e−(X−d)T σ−1(X−d). (3.13)

This is non-negative, and for pure states the Wigner function is strictly non-negative

if and only if the state is Gaussian [84]. For this reason the Gaussian states are often

referred to as the most classical

In Equation 3.13 one can see that for Gaussian states the Wigner function is com-

pletely determined by the first and second moments. Consequently, if we restrict

ourselves to Gaussian states and the transformations that preserve their Gaussian

character (“Gaussian operations”) then we can describe the state and its evolution

by d and σ alone. This is referred to as the covariance matrix formalism. The first

moments encode the average phase and amplitude of the field for each mode. For

example the average phase θ of mode n satisfies

tan θ =
〈pn〉
〈qn〉

=
d2n

d2n−1
. (3.14)

The second moments, on the other hand, encode the variances of each field mode

and the correlations between modes (and therefore the entanglement content of the

state). Interestingly, the average particle number of a state is in general encoded

across both the first and second moments.

Every unitary Gaussian operation is generated by a Hermitian matrix which is an

at-most-second-order polynomial in the creation and annihilation operators, and

those which are strictly second order can be written in the form of the Bogoliubov

transformations introduced in Section 2.2.5 [62]. Conversely, every Bogoliubov trans-

formation can be represented by a unitary operation generated by a second-order

Hermitian operator.

The covariance matrix formalism greatly simplifies a number of calculations. For

example, taking the partial trace over some modes preserves the Gaussian character

of a state, and is represented by simply deleting the corresponding rows and columns

from σ, and the corresponding elements of d.

3.2.3 Examples

We now list some examples of Gaussian states and their properties, giving the density

operator ρ, and the first and second moments d and σ in each case, before describing

some relevant non-Gaussian states.
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Vacuum states

As noted in the previous chapter, the vacuum |0n〉 of a mode n is defined by an |0n〉 =

0. The tensor product of the vacuum states for all modes is written |0〉. Any time

that a bra or ket is written for a subset of modes, it is implicit that the remaining

modes are in the vacuum state. For the vacuum state of mode n, we have

ρ = |0n〉 〈0n| , d = 0, σ = 12, (3.15)

where 12 is the 2× 2 identity matrix.

Coherent states

The coherent state |αn〉 of mode n is defined as an eigenstate of that mode’s an-

nihilation operator, i.e. an |αn〉 = α |αn〉 for some complex α (referred to as the

displacement parameter). We can then see the vacuum as an example of a coherent

state with α = 0. Coherent states are generated by the action of the displacement

operator, Dn(α) := eαa
†
n−α∗an on the vacuum state. We have

ρ = e−|α|
2
∞∑

s,t=0

αs+t√
s!t!
|sn〉 〈tn| , d =

√
2

(
<(α)

=(α)

)
, σ = 12. (3.16)

where <(α) and =(α) denote the real and imaginary parts of α respectively. The

coherent states are sometimes referred to as quasi-classical, as the expectation value

of the electromagnetic field evolves as a classical monochromatic wave, and they ex-

hibit minimal fluctuations in the value of the field symmetrically in the quadratures

(see e.g. Section 5.3 of [85]). In the Schroedinger picture, the state |αn〉 evolves over

a period of time4 t according to α→ e−iωntα, where ωn is the frequency of mode n.

The two-mode squeezed vacuum

Squeezed states, like coherent states, minimise the uncertainty between field quadra-

tures (and therefore fluctuations of the field). Unlike coherent states however, this

uncertainty is not symmetric in the quadratures; one degree of freedom exhibits a

greater uncertainty than another, and so the fluctuations are “squeezed” into the

former. The two-mode squeezed vacuum is the state resulting from the action of the

two-mode squeezing operator, i.e. Umn(ζ) := eζ(a
†
ma
†
n−aman), where, for simplicity

we consider the squeezing parameter ζ to be real. This is equivalent to choosing

4When we consider the field in a curved spacetime, this time will correspond to the timelike
Killing vector used to quantise the field.
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a particular direction in the quantum phase space along which the quadrature un-

certainties are reduced (see [74] for a discussion of the more general case). These

states can be generated experimentally using an optical parametric oscillator [74].

We have

ρ =
1

cosh2 ζ

∞∑
s,t=0

(tanh ζ)s+t |smsn〉 〈tmtn| , d = 0,

σ =

(
cosh(2ζ)12 sinh(2ζ)σz

sinh(2ζ)σz cosh(2ζ)12.

)
,

(3.17)

where σz := diag(1,−1) is the Pauli z-matrix. As we shall see in Section 3.3, these

states are entangled across modes m and n.

Thermal state of a single mode

The thermal state (also known as the Gibbs state) is that which maximises the von

Neumann entropy for a given mean energy [86], this entropy being defined by

S := −tr [ρ ln ρ] . (3.18)

In the case of a single mode n of the field, the mean energy is given by tr
[
ρωna

†
nan

]
.

For the single-mode thermal state, we then have

ρ =
1

Zn
e−βωna

†
nan , d = 0, σ = coth

(
βωn

2

)
12, (3.19)

where Zn := tr
[
e−βωna

†
nan
]

and β := 1/kBT is the usual inverse temperature from

statistical mechanics, and where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. For a free field whose

total state is thermal, each subset of modes is also in a Gibbs state. This is the

approximate equilibrium state of, for example, an optical cavity weakly coupled to

a thermal reservoir.

Non-Gaussian states

We now give some examples of non-Gaussian states, each of which therefore has a

negative Wigner function in some region of the phase space. One important class

of such states are the Fock states, which form the usual basis for a Fock space, and

are generated by products of creation operators acting on the vacuum, e.g.

|smtn〉 =

(
a†m
)s

√
s!

(
a†n
)t

√
t!
|0〉 . (3.20)
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Another set of non-Gaussian states, which will be of use in Chapter 7, are the

following

∣∣Φ+
〉

=
1√
2

(|0m0n〉+ |1m1n〉) (3.21a)∣∣Φ−〉 =
1√
2

(|0m0n〉 − |1m1n〉) (3.21b)∣∣Ψ+
〉

=
1√
2

(|0m1n〉+ |1m0n〉) (3.21c)∣∣Ψ−〉 =
1√
2

(|0m1n〉 − |1m0n〉) (3.21d)

where, for clarity, we have explicitly written the vacuum states of certain modes.

Although, these are prima facie the Bell states [87], the underlying Hilbert space

for each mode is of course not that of qubits. Another notable class of entangled

non-Gaussian states are the so-called NOON states 1√
2
(|Nm0n〉 + |0mNn〉), which

have proposed applications in phase metrology [88]. For N = 1 we have a state

equivalent to |Ψ+〉. Finally, we note that superpositions of Gaussian states, such as
1√
2
(|αn〉 + |−αn〉), in general lose their Gaussian character, as do Gaussian states

from which photons have been coherently added or subtracted [89].

3.2.4 Bogoliubov transformations of Gaussian states

After a general Gaussian operation, the first and second moments transform as [62]

d→ S̃d+ b,

σ → S̃σS̃T
(3.22)

where b ∈ R2N , and S̃ is an element of the (real representation5 of) the real sym-

plectic group Sp(2N,R), satisfying S̃K̃S̃T = K̃. For a Bogoliubov transformation

of the form given in Section 2.2.5, we have b = 0, and

S̃ =


M11 M12 . . . M1N

M21 M22 . . . M2N

...
...

. . .
...

MN1 MN2 . . . MNN

 , (3.23)

with

Mmn :=

(
< (αmn − βmn) = (αmn + βmn) ,

−= (αmn − βmn) < (αmn + βmn)

)
. (3.24)

5c.f. the complex representation used in Section 2.2.5
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One can then take the partial trace over all but the modes of interest by deleting

the appropriate entries from the first and second moments. For example, given a

single-mode state with initial first and second moments d
(n)
0 and σ

(n)
0 , after enacting

a Bogoliubov transformation and tracing out all modes except n, the new moments

are given by [26, 25]

d(n) =Mnn d
(n)
0 , (3.25a)

σ(n) =Mnn σ
(n)
0 M

T
nn +

1

4

∑
s 6=n
MnsMT

ns, (3.25b)

3.2.5 Symplectic eigenvalues

As noted above, the covariance matrix is positive-definite and symmetric. For

any symmetric, positive-definite, 2N × 2N matrix σ, there exists a (unique) S̃σ ∈
Sp(2N,R) such that [90]

σ = S̃Tσ

 N⊕
j=1

(
νj 0

0 νj

) S̃σ, (3.26)

with νj > 0 ∀j. The N values νj are referred to as the symplectic eigenvalues (or

the symplectic spectrum) of σ, and they can be computed by selecting the positive

eigenvalues of the matrix iK̃σ. These allow us to easily compute the negativity of a

Gaussian state, as we shall see in the following section.

3.3 Entanglement in continuous-variable quantum me-

chanics

In this section we make a few remarks relevant for later chapters. For a more in-depth

review on the subject of entanglement in continuous-variable systems, see [91].

For the Bell states given in Equation (3.21) above, the negativity is NBell = 1
2 . For

qubits, these are the maximally entangled states, but here that is not the case. In

contrast with finite-dimensional quantum systems, there are no maximally entan-

gled states in continuous-variable quantum mechanics; given any entangled state it

is always possible to construct a more entangled one, as we shall see. The Bell states

are nonetheless a resource in continuous-variable systems, and one can in principle

use multiple copies of them (e.g. across different pairs of modes, or in different op-

tical cavities) to generate a more entangled state. In addition, although there is no

maximally entangled state here, there exists a map between any finite-dimensional
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discrete quantum system and some continuous-variable system, allowing any proce-

dure defined on the former can be carried out with the latter [92].

In the quantum phase space, partial transposition of the density matrix with re-

spect to a mode corresponds to flipping the sign of the corresponding “momentum”

variable [93], i.e.

ρ→ ρTn ⇐⇒ pn → −pn, (3.27)

where Tn represents the partial transpose with respect to mode n. For a two-mode

Gaussian state, the first and second moments then transform under the partial

transpose as

d→ Λd and σ → ΛσΛ (3.28)

where Λ := diag(1, 1, 1,−1), and the partial transpose is taken with respect to the

mode appearing second in d. For bipartite Gaussian states, the PPT criterion is

both necessary and sufficient for the separability of the state [93] (in contrast with

the more general case discussed in Section 3.1). All entangled two-mode Gaussian

states then have non-zero negativity, which is given by [91]

N (σ) = max

{
0,

1

2

(
1

ν
(PT )
min

− 1

)}
(3.29)

where ν
(PT )
min is the smallest symplectic eigenvalue of the partially transposed co-

variance matrix σ(PT ) := ΛσΛ. For the two-mode squeezed vacuum described in

Equations (3.17), we then have

NTMSV =
1

2

(
e2|ζ| − 1

)
. (3.30)

From this expression, we see that there is in principle no upper bound to the nega-

tivity of such a state.

3.4 Entanglement and QFT

To provide a context for the results discussed in Chapter 7, we now give a brief

overview of some investigations of entanglement in the context of relativistic field

theory. Quantum field states can of course exhibit entanglement between observ-

ables in different spatial regions, however the degree of entanglement, and the states

which are entangled, are perhaps surprising. For example, in Minkowski spacetime,

using an algebraic approach, it was found that the outcomes of localised, spacelike-

separated measurements on (inertial-observer) vacuum states of both bosonic and

fermionic QFTs can violate Bell inequalities [9, 94]. These correlations can be trans-
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ferred to a pair of localised, spatially-separated, auxiliary systems [95] in a procedure

sometimes referred to as “entanglement harvesting” [96], and decrease rapidly with

increasing spatial separation. As a manifestation of this vacuum entanglement,

in a similar fashion to EPR-steering in non-relativistic quantum mechanics, local

operations in one spatial region can be used to prepare states in another, spacelike-

separated, one - a consequence of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem [97].

Much work is dedicated to the computation of the von Neumann entropy of a field

state after tracing out the part of the Hilbert space concerning observables in the

complement of some spatial region, often referrred to as the entanglement entropy

(or sometimes geometric entropy) [98]. Lorentz covariance and the strong subad-

ditivity property of the entropy imply that the entanglement entropies associated

with two regions of spacetime are necessarily divergent if there exist any correlations

(specifically a nonzero mutual information) between their observables [99, 100]. In-

troducing a regularisation scheme results in an entanglement entropy scaling with

the area of the region’s boundary [101, 99]. This contrasts with the volume-scaling

that one might expect if the correlations between regions were extensive, and is simi-

lar to the area-laws manifested in a number of of quantum many-body systems [102].

The resemblance that this bears to the area law of black hole entropy [103, 60] may

indicate that the latter is in fact the entanglement entropy resulting from tracing

out field degrees of freedom behind the horizon [104, 101]. A suggested covariant

generalisation of this area-scaling (in fact a bound to the scaling) has been proposed

as a general principle (the “holographic principle”) to be satisfied by any unified

theory of matter and spacetime [10]. In this connection, it has been proposed that

the structure of space [105] or spacetime [106] emerge due to entanglement.

The necessity of using a metric theory of gravity (i.e. one based on spacetime

geometry) is a consequence of the Einstein Equivalence Principle (see e.g. [107],

Section 2.1), revealing the relationship between non-inertial motion and spacetime

curvature. Given the difficulties in reconciling quantum mechanics and relativity, it

is of interest to explore how these two aspects affect something as characteristically

quantum as entanglement. Indeed, the effect of non-inertial and gravitational motion

on entangled quantum states has recently come under experimental scrutiny [43]. A

key result in this context is the Unruh effect, mentioned in Section 2.2.3, whereby

an inertial observer who begins uniformly accelerating sees their vacuum state be-

come a thermal state [14]. The observer is causally disconnected from part of the

spacetime, leading to the interpretation of the Unruh effect as a manifestation of the

vacuum entanglement discussed above [108, 104], though this perspective has been

criticised [109]. This example is one of many demonstrating the observer-dependent

nature of entanglement [8].
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If, instead of the vacuum state, one begins with an entangled state across a pair

of momentum modes, non-inertial motion has been shown to degrade the entangle-

ment for scalar [18] and spinor [110] fields. In curved spacetime, the degradation of

entanglement across momentum modes due to the presence of a black hole’s event

horizon has also been analysed for scalar and spinor fields [111, 112]. Entanglement

between infalling and outgoing field modes (studied in e.g. [113, 114]) is responsi-

ble for the thermal nature of Hawking radiation [60]. This plays an important role

in the black hole firewall argument, a proposed resolution to a paradox arising in

part from the monogamy of entanglement [115]. The entanglement generated as a

result of the expansion of the universe in a Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker

spacetime has been studied [16]; this encodes information about the history of the

spacetime in a way which depends non-trivially on the spin of the field [17].

In Chapter 7, we will note some limitations of the approaches described above, and

describe some work attempting to overcome those issues, presenting our own efforts

in that context.



Chapter 4

Quantum, relativistic, and

relativistic quantum clocks

In this chapter we discuss how the notion of time is treated differently in the the-

ory of relativity and in quantum mechanics, before describing the conflict between

them, and mentioning some attempts to bridge this gap. We then review the rela-

tivistic quantum clock model introduced in [116], a model which we develop further

in Chapter 6. We will make occasional references to operationalism, which is in-

corporated (sometimes implicitly) into many of the approaches discussed below. As

noted in Chapter 1, operationalism is the principle that physical concepts be defined

with respect to the operations by which they must be measured [28]; it is invoked

whenever one attempts to make statements about time by discussing clocks.

4.1 Time in general relativity

The general theory of relativity lies within the classical paradigm with respect to

the measurements that can be performed, namely that unperformed experiments do

have results (in contrast with the quantum paradigm [117]). The outcomes of such

experiments are not necessarily objective, however, depending on relative motion,

as well as the nearby distribution of energy. The theory is built upon the notion of

“ideal” clocks and rods, through which the observer gathers information, which they

may do to arbitrary accuracy. Einstein’s first work on the subject of relativity [118]

begins with a definition of simultaneity via the synchronisation of clocks by means

of light signals sent between them. This is the prototypical example of operational-

ism; one of the earliest texts formalising the concept states that “Einstein, in thus

analysing what is involved in making a judgement of simultaneity, and in seizing on

the act of the observer as the essence of the situation, is actually adopting a new

49
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point of view as to what the concepts of physics should be, namely, the operational

view” [28]. This definition of simultaneity includes a number of assumptions: clocks

are pointlike objects following well-defined trajectories in space, and can “tick” with

arbitrary precision.

To consider accelerated reference frames, one invokes the “clock hypothesis”1, ac-

cording to which the apparent tick rate of a clock undergoing non-inertial motion

equals that of an instantaneously comoving inertial one [119]. A clock with this

property is said to be ‘ideal’. The clock hypothesis can be justified by noting that

an observer can detect their own non-inertial motion via apparent forces, in contrast

to velocity, which is a relative concept. Therefore, given a clock whose rate depends

on acceleration in a well-defined manner, one can simply attach an accelerometer to

it, and use the resulting measurements to add/subtract time such that the accelera-

tion effect is removed, recovering ideality [120]. Combining this with the constancy

of the speed of light, one finds that an ideal clock measures the proper time along

its trajectory according to the usual formulas of special relativity. The concept of

an ideal clock (and therefore proper time) is then imported into general relativity

via Einstein’s equivalence principle [119], and the proper time measured along a

clock’s spacetime trajectory is then given by Equation (2.7). Einstein’s equivalence

principle is the statement that local experiments conducted by a freely-falling ob-

server cannot detect the presence or absence of a gravitational field (“local” meaning

within a small enough volume that the gravitational field can be considered uniform).

The phenomenon of gravitational time-dilation predicted by Equation (2.7) (though

originally derived from the equivalence principle alone [121]) has been subject to

numerous experimental verifications, perhaps the most famous example being the

Pound-Rebka experiment [122].

The principle of operationalism also underlies the famous ‘light-clock’ derivation

of time dilation due to uniform relative motion, commonly attributed to Einstein,

where one considers clocks constituted by two mirrors and a light ray propagating

back and forth between them. For non-inertial motion, the orientation of the light

clock with respect to the direction of acceleration becomes relevant. In the case

where the acceleration is parallel to the plane of the mirrors, the clock can be adapted

by the addition of a third mirror [123] in order to recover ideal behaviour. Light

clocks whose mirrors are perpendicular to the acceleration deviate from ideality [119],

but in a manner that can be made arbitrarily small [124]. In any case, as noted above,

such deviations can be measured concurrently and subtracted according to classical

physics. In Section 4.4, we will describe a quantum generalisation of this clock.

1The word “hypothesis” is a misnomer. The clock hypothesis is in fact a postulate (see e.g.
Section 16.4 of [44]).
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There is a sense in which time is a dynamical variable in general relativity: given

a distribution of matter, one solves the Einstein field equations to find the space-

time metric, and this in turn determines the proper time each observer experiences.

However, the proper time also plays the role of an affine parameter for the corre-

sponding observer’s worldline. The role of the clock hypothesis is to assert that

these two aspects are identical (up to multiplicative and additive constants). Their

identity in flat spacetime and in the absence of acceleration can be asserted by the

pithy statement that “good clocks make spacetime trajectories of free particles look

straight” [44].

4.2 Time in quantum mechanics

4.2.1 Pauli’s theorem

In quantum theory uncertainty relations between observable quantities combine with

the unavoidable backreaction of measurements on the system under interrogation to

pose strict limits on observations of physical systems. Arguably the most famous

quantum limit to measurability is the Robertson relation, which constrains the un-

certainty of a pair of observables via the non-commutativity of their associated

self-adjoint operators [125]:

σAσB ≥
1

2
|〈[A,B]〉| , (4.1)

where A and B are the aforementioned operators and σX is the standard devia-

tion of the quantity associated with the operator X. If we ask whether quantum

mechanics imposes a limitation of this kind on the measurement of time, we run

immediately into a problem. Time is not treated as an observable property of a

system in quantum mechanics, but rather it parameterises the dynamics of these

properties. If there were to exist a self-adjoint time operator t̂, it should satisfy (in

the Heisenberg picture) dt̂
dt = 1 and consequently [t̂, H] = i~, where H is the system

Hamiltonian. It was famously shown by Pauli [126] that this criterion implies that

H (or more generally the part of H acting on the same Hilbert space as t̂) has a

spectrum equivalent to the real line, thus acting like the non-relativistic momentum

operator p. Consequently, the energy of the system is unbounded below, which is

unphysical. While there are some issues with this argument (see e.g. the counterex-

ample proposed in [127]), one can nonetheless rigorously show that the existence of a

self-adjoint operator exactly following the t parameter requires that the Hamiltonian

be unbounded below [128].
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Possession of a quantum clock with this Hamiltonian2 would have other non-trivial

implications, for example allowing protocols with external control (i.e. time-dependent

Hamiltonians) to instead be implemented via a time-independent Hamiltonian, im-

plying that quantum thermal machines can run autonomously with no extra cost [129].

4.2.2 Finite-dimensional quantum clocks

As an alternative to satisfying Pauli’s criterion, one can consider a finite dimen-

sional quantum dial [130] (also known as a Larmor clock [131, 29]), a system which

proceeds cyclically through a series of states at an even pace with respect to the

parameter t. One finds that as the resolution of this clock increases, so too does

its energy fluctuations, and therefore its disturbance on a system with which it in-

teracts (for example the device measuring the time) [132]. Nonetheless, with an

appropriate choice of initial state, this clock can approximate the kind satisfying

Pauli’s criterion [133].

In this regard, it is also worth noting the quantum speed limit to the time Torth

taken for a system to move between two orthogonal (and therefore perfectly distin-

guishable) pure states, given for time-independent H by [134]

Torth ≥ πmax

{
~
〈H〉

,
~
σH

}
. (4.2)

We can then see this as a limit to the clock’s resolving power. A pedagogical review

of quantum speed limits can be found in [135].

4.2.3 Parameter estimation

Instead of trying to construct an operator which follows the parameter as closely

as possible, one can take an observable with some known time-dependence, and to

which a self-adjoint operator can be associated, and then use the Robertson relation

to formulate a time-energy uncertainty principle in the manner of Mandelstam and

Tamm [136]. This can be generalised beyond the self-adjointness of the intermedi-

ary observable by optimising over every possible Positive-Operator Valued Measure

(POVM), invoking to the Cramér-Rao bound (see Section 4.4.2) to obtain a general

time-energy uncertainty relation, valid for any closed quantum system [137]:

σtestσH ≥
1

2
(4.3)

2Such a clock is sometimes referred to as “ideal” but we use that term only in it’s relativistic
sense (i.e. as in Section 4.1).
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where test is an unbiased estimator of the elapsed parameter time t. The generality

of this result suggests that, despite the parametric role of time in the standard

formulation of quantum mechanics, it is subject to the same fundamental quantum

indeterminacy as observables such as position. This is a suggestion rather than an

implication since the existence of a general uncertainty principle alone isn’t enough

to imply a kind of temporal non-realism;3 we cannot invoke the Kochen-Specker

theorem, for example.

4.2.4 Event-times

Rather than associating the possible states of a system with elapsed times, one can

ask at which time a certain event occurred. For example, one can measure the time-

of-arrival of a particle [139, 140], finding a limit to the accuracy which depends on

the kinetic energy of the particle [141]. A review of event-time observables, as well

as a partial catalogue of time-energy uncertainty relations and their shortcomings

can be found [142].

4.2.5 Atomic clocks

The term “quantum clock” is sometimes used synonymously with atomic clock. An

atomic clock uses the energy difference between a pair of electronic states within

an atom as a reference oscillator, to which a laser’s frequency is tuned, and whose

oscillations are then used to count time. In the modelling of atomic clocks, the con-

cerns are primarily practical rather than fundamental (e.g. [143]); the behaviour of

the atom(s) is modelled quantum mechanically as part of the process of determining

that the laser is correctly tuned, and quantum sources of noise in the laser are con-

sidered. Time is considered as a classical parameter of the laser’s oscillating phase.

The latest generation of atomic clocks, which use optical-frequency transitions, are

currently the state-of-the-art in timekeeping, both in terms of accuracy (the accord

between the observed frequency of the reference oscillator and its theoretical value)

and precision (the narrowness of the distribution of measurements - often called

“stability” in the literature regarding atomic clocks). Current optical clocks have

reached fractional instabilities and inaccuracies as low as 10−18 [144, 145]. With

this accuracy a clock would lose less than one second in 15 billion years (c.f. the

age of the universe: 13.8 billion years), and with this precision a clock is sensitive

to gravitational time-dilation over height differences of 2 cm on the surface of the

Earth [30]. Given the rate of improvement of this technology (see Figure 1 of [31],

3By “non-realism” we mean that it is not an “element of physical reality” in the sense of the
famous Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) argument [138].
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for example), one can anticipate an even greater sensitivity in the near future. The

detection of a nuclear transition in thorium-229 [146], proposed as a new frequency

standard [147], means that we may soon enter an era of “nuclear clocks”, surpassing

that which is achievable with clocks based on electronic transitions. Considering this

ever-increasing precision together with proposals to exploit quantum effects for su-

perior timekeepking (e.g. [32, 33]), we see that it will become not only possible, but

in fact necessary to consider gravity alongside quantum mechanics when discussing

timekeeping. The non-triviality (from a relativistic perspective) of referring to the

same time at different places will become manifest: “it appears that tomorrow’s

super clocks will be so accurate that as far as life on Earth is concerned, the time

that they keep will be too good to be true” [148]

4.2.6 The quantum hourglass

A novel model, introduced in [149, 150] equates the keeping of time with the ability

to produce a sequence of signals (i.e. ticks). This “quantum hourglass” approach is

perhaps the most operationalist of those discussed here. While it makes use of the

usual parametric time in the background, it does not treat it as a quantity of interest.

In this formalism, one can relate the frequency of ticks (the resolution of a clock) to

the power it consumes [149]. One can ask how many ticks can be produced in a well-

defined order by phrasing timekeeping as a three-party “alternate ticks game” [150],

where two parties are tasked with sending ticks to a referee in alternating order. As

a consequence of the interactions between the components of the individual clock

systems, they cannot maintain alternate ticks indefinitely, with the average number

of alternating ticks achieved limited by the dimensionality of their Hilbert spaces.

Comparing this to a classical stochastic system, one finds that the quantum version

exibits a quadratic increase in this scaling with dimension [151]. This clock has also

been investigated in a thermodynamic context: requiring it to run autonomously

reveals the necessary generation of entropy during its operation [152].

4.3 Relativistic quantum clocks

Maintaining an operationalist perspective, one can see that there are a number of

conceptual issues which arise when combining general and quantum theory. One such

issue is in understanding the limitations posed by quantum theory on the clocks and

rods of general relativity, and how this in turn affects the information gathered by an

observer4. Some progress has been made with this issue, for example [130], wherein

4We limit ourselves to the discussion of clocks, and the curious reader is referred to [153] for a
review of possible limitations to spatial measurements.
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the mass and mass uncertainty of a clock system are related to its accuracy and

precision (neglecting spacetime curvature). In [154], using a gedankenexperiment,

one such mass-time relation is rederived and combined with the “hoop conjecture”

(a conjectured minimum size before gravitational collapse [44]), to argue that the

product of a clock’s spatial and temporal uncertainty is bounded below by the prod-

uct of the Planck length and the Planck time. Uncertainty between the frequency

(i.e. energy) and emission time of a photon can be used to derive a limit to clock

synchronisability equal to the Planck length (in natural units) [153]. Considering

multiple quantum clocks, one finds a that the reaction of the spacetime to their

presence acts to limit the joint measurability of time along nearby worldlines [155].

A second, perhaps more difficult problem, is that of reconciling the definition of time

via a pointlike trajectory in general relativity with the impossiblity of such trajecto-

ries according to quantum mechanics (a result of the uncertainty principle between

position and momentum). A third issue is the prediction that acceleration affects

quantum states via the Unruh effect [156, 157] and the DCE [158], which in turn will

affect clock rates [159]. Deviations from clock ideality have been predicted in ex-

periments using muon decays to keep time [160, 161], in neutrino flavour-oscillation

clocks [162], and in a twin-paradox scenario using Superconducting QUantum Inter-

ference Devices (SQUIDs) [116] (as we describe in Section 4.4.2). The notion of clock

ideality has also been critiqued on philosophical grounds (see [163], Section 6.2.1).

We must therefore reconsider whether it is always possible to measure and remove

acceleration effects and recover an ideal clock. A fourth issue is that, given the local-

ity of the equivalence principle (i.e. it only holds exactly along pointlike paths), it is

unclear to what extent it applies to quantum objects, which do not follow pointlike

trajectories.

Attempting to canonically quantise the general theory of relativity leads to the

Wheeler-DeWitt equation [164], according to which the state of the universe van-

ishes under the action of the Hamiltonian. Explaining how time arises from this

apparently “frozen” state is sometimes referred to as the problem of time. In-depth

reviews of this problem (and others also given the same name), as well as some

proposed solutions, can be found in [165, 11].

4.4 The quantum light clock

4.4.1 The model

We wish to investigate the issues described above, seeking to answer the following

questions: what time does a quantum clock measure as it travels through space-
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time, and what factors affect its precision? What are the fundamental limitations

imposed by quantum theory on the measurement of time, and are these affected by

the motion of the clock? To answer this, we cannot in general rely on the Schrödinger

equation, as we must use a particular time parameter therein, which in turn requires

the use of a particular classical trajectory. We now describe a quantum version of

the light clock, introduced in [116], with which these questions have been explored

in Minkowski spacetime. In Chapter 6 we will develop this model further and anal-

yse a scenario in curved spacetime. This approach is semiclassical, and as such is

peripheral to the problem(s) of time in quantum gravity. The mirrors of the clock

are treated classically, having well-defined trajectories, but the electromagnetic field

is quantised. The clock is associated to a classical observer, whose trajectory is de-

termined by the clock’s, and whose clock-time we define based on their measurement

of the field. Here we consider only flat spacetime and 1 + 1 dimensions.

A massless scalar field is used to model the light inside the clock, and its mirrors

are described by the boundary condition that the field vanishes, giving a discrete

mode structure. Starting at rest in an inertial frame, with proper time coordinate

t, the field is initialised in a coherent state of the lowest-energy mode (labelled 1,

with frequency ω1), whose form in the covariance matrix formalism is given in Equa-

tions (3.16). The mean phase θ of the state, given in Equation (3.14), is then used

to define the (mean) time of the clock as

t̃(θ) := − θ

ω1
= − 1

ω1
arctan

(
〈p1〉
〈q1〉

)
, (4.4)

where q1 and p1 are the quadrature operators (defined in Equations (3.4)) of mode 1.

Note that we use a different sign convention to [116] so that the clock-time evolves

in the forward direction.

Let us denote the initial displacement parameter of the clock’s coherent state by

α0 = |α0|eiθ0 . The clock’s starting time is then t̃ (θ0). If the clock remains at rest

in the inertial frame for some period of time ∆t, then its phase evolves to θ0 + ∆θ,

with ∆θ = −ω1∆t. In other words, the clock-time evolves by an amount ∆t̃ = ∆t.

4.4.2 Review of results

The twin paradox

In [116], considering a pair of these clocks, the famous twin paradox scenario (where

one observer remains stationary while another completes a round-trip, measuring a

smaller elapsed time than the stationary observer) was revisited. One clock plays

the role of the stationary twin, while the other undergoes a round-trip trajectory
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consisting of segments of constant5 proper acceleration and inertial motion, inter-

spersed with “free” evolution in the relevant inertial/accelerated frames. By com-

posing the Bogoliubov transformations corresponding to changes between inertial

and accelerated frames (and the free motion in between), one arrives at the total

transformation of the accelerated twin’s field state. Applying the transformation of

first moments given in (3.22), and Equations (3.23) and (3.24), to the expression for

the mean phase, Equation (3.14), it was found that the mean phase ∆θ accrued by

the accelerated clock satisfies

tan ∆θ = −= (α11 − β11)

< (α11 − β11)
, (4.5)

where αmn and βmn denote the Bogoliubov coefficients of the total transformation.

The authors of [116] showed that this results in a difference in clock-times for the

two observers which is distinct from the difference in their proper times, analysing

the possibility of observing this effect in a SQUID.

Precision-degradation

The model was also applied in [167] in order to analyse how the round-trip trajectory

of the accelerated twin affects the precision of that twin’s phase measurements (i.e.

the precision of the clock), framing this as a problem in quantum metrology. The

field of quantum metrology developed in parallel to quantum information [168, 169],

and is concerned with the application of quantum features, such as squeezing or

entanglement, to improve the precision with which some quantity is measured. Say

we seek to estimate a parameter λ by making M measurements. The variance ∆λest

of estimators of λ satisfy the quantum Cramér-Rao bound [168]

∆λest ≥
1√
MHλ

, (4.6)

where Hλ is the quantum Fisher information (QFI). One can therefore use the QFI

to quantify the precision with which a parameter can be measured: a greater QFI

implies a greater precision. We note, however, that the QFI is obtained by an

unconstrained optimization over all POVMs [168], and as such gives the theoretical

maximum precision, without any consideration of the feasibility of the measurement

process required to achieve it. Let us denote the first and second moments of a

Gaussian state of a single mode k by dk and σk respectively (where the superscript

k is a label, not an index or exponent). These comprise 6 real components, giving

5 degrees of freedom (since σkij = σkji). We can then equivalently express the state

5constant in time, but spatially varying. The two mirrors experience different accelerations in
accordance with the notion of “Born rigidity” [166].
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in terms of the following parameters [170]: a (real) displacement α, a (complex)

squeezing ζ = reiφ, the phase θ and the purity P . These are related to the first and

second moments by

α =
√

(dk1)2 + (dk2)2, (4.7a)

P =
1

4
√

detσk
, (4.7b)

r =
1

2
arctanh


√(

σk11 − σk22

)2
+
(
2σk12

)2
σk11 + σk22

 , (4.7c)

tan(2θ + φ) =
2σk12

σk11 − σk22

, (4.7d)

combined with the previous expression for the phase θ (Equation (3.14)). The QFI

for the phase is then given by [167]

Hθ = 4α2P [cosh(2r) + sinh(2r) cosφ] +
4 sinh2(2r)

1 + P 2
. (4.8)

This allowed the authors of [116] to quantify the change in precision of the acceler-

ated twin’s clock, finding a decrease in the precision of the clock for squeezed vacuum

and coherent pointer states. In the abscense of motion, optimising Hθ for a fixed

mean energy (i.e. mean particle number), one finds that the squeezed vacuum state

gives the greatest precision in phase estimation [170]. However, this state was found

to be significantly more susceptible to degradation of precision due to the clock’s

motion.

4.4.3 Summary

Considering this clock model in light of the conflicts between relativity and quantum

theory listed in Section 4.3, we note that:

• the clock is no longer a pointlike system;

• assuming the boundaries to be large enough that they may be approximated

by classical mechanics, we can ascribe well-defined spacetime trajectories to

the clock;

• the quantum uncertainty associated with the clock-time can be quantified via

inequality 4.6, using the quantum Fisher information and the Cramér-Rao

bound;
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• we do not a priori assume the possibility of perfect correlation between arbi-

trarily many clocks - it is expected that the uncertainty associated with the

phase estimation prohibits arbitrarily accurate synchronisation.

Given these qualitative differences, we wish to investigate quantitatively how the

clock time along some trajectory differs from the proper time of a pointlike observer

in more general scenarios. This requires the development of a formalism for describ-

ing the effect of motion over a curved background on the quantum state inside the

cavity. The development of such a formalism is the subject of Chapter 5, and our

progress regarding this clock model is detailed in Chapter 6.



Part II

Space-time curvature effects in

quantum systems
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Chapter 5

Boundary motion and the

Dynamical Casimir Effect

5.1 Introduction

In general, the mode solutions to the field’s equation of motion (Equation (2.16)) can

be defined across a very large patch of a space (compared with, say, the spatial extent

of some apparatus on earth). The particles associated with single-mode states are

then correspondingly delocalised.1 We wish to describe quantum systems moving

through curved spacetime, which therefore requires a degree of localisation. One

way to localise field states is to construct multi-mode creation operators such that

field excitations are concentrated in the region of interest. We, on the other hand,

wish to consider quantum systems contained within some apparatus, and to this end

we consider the field to be confined by a potential. To simplify the problem, so that

we don’t need to consider the effect of the shape of the potential, or the leakage of

the confined particles, we consider an infinite potential well. This corresponds to

the condition that the field vanishes at some boundaries (an example of Dirichlet

boundary conditions). A massless scalar field subject to these boundary conditions

can be used to model the electromagnetic field in an optical cavity or the phonons

of a BEC confined in a box trap. We will refer to the system (the field and the

boundaries) as a cavity.

Given a quantum field thus localised, we then need a formalism for describing the

effect of boundary motion on the field. This chapter describes our results in devel-

oping such a formalism; we derive the Bogoliubov coefficients corresponding to a

1Though we do not have an unproblematic operator to associate to particle position, the notion
of localisation can be made more rigorous by, for example, considering the response of idealised
particle detectors to the field (see e.g. [14, 171] and references therein).
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finite period of motion through a stationary spacetime. The particle-creating aspect

of the transformation of the field state is known to as the dynamical Casimir effect

(DCE), though this is sometimes used to refer to the overall transformation of the

field state. We begin with a brief overview of the DCE and the ways in which the

field transformation can be calculated. In Section 5.3 we describe the quantisation

of the field, localised as discussed above, before deriving the Bogoliubov transfor-

mation of the field modes due to a period of boundary motion in Section 5.4. As we

explained in Section 2.2.5, this allow us to describe the corresponding transforma-

tion of any initial field state. We apply this to a well-known scenario in Section 5.5,

finding a new effect due to spacetime curvature, as well as recovering earlier results.

In Section 5.6 we consider how these results are modified if one considers a BEC

instead of an optical cavity, and using some rather crude assumptions we find a

potential amplification of the effect. We then summarise and discuss our results in

Section 5.7

5.2 A brief overview of the DCE

The DCE arises due to non-adiabatic changes in the mode structure of a field, and

therefore the eigenstates of its Hamiltonian after quantisation, which manifests as

a change in the field’s quantum state. Thus the vacuum state is transformed into

a non-vacuum one, which we perceive as the generation of particles. The motion

of a boundary [158] or another potential [172] constraining the field, or changes

in material properties of a medium containing the field [173], all result in mode-

structure changes, which in turn can give rise to this effect. Reviews of the DCE (in

flat spacetime) can be found in [174, 175].

Physical implementations of the DCE include photons generated by accelerated mir-

rors [158] (specifically due to changes in acceleration [176, 177, 178]), phononic ex-

citations induced by changes in the external potential holding a BEC [179], and

photons generated by modulating the inductance of a SQUID [180]. The two latter

implementations have been demonstrated experimentally [181, 182, 179].

Methods for calculating the DCE can be broadly separated into two categories (with

some overlap). Hamiltonian methods such as those described in [183, 174, 184] allow,

for example, the consideration of the finite refractive index of the mirrors [178,

185], and the resistive forces acting on them due to the created particles [175, 186].

On the other hand, one can consider the solution of the field equations subject

to some externally imposed boundary trajectories, an approach in which we can

employ QFT in curved spacetime, and which is therefore more suited to relativistic

considerations. It is this latter approach that we adopt here. The first calculations
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of the DCE were carried out in this manner, exploiting conformal transformations

(which leave the field equation unchanged from its inertial-coordinate form) to some

coordinates in which the boundaries are stationary [158, 187, 176]. This reveals the

difficulty of maintaining a particle interpretation during the boundary motion (see

the introductory discussion in [176]), a problem which is equally present for quantum

fields in non-stationary spacetimes (as discussed in Section 2.2.3).

A distinct variant of this conformal approach is developed in [188], which takes a

view “local” to an observer at the center of a cavity, who undergoes some time-

dependent proper acceleration. The boundary trajectories are set such that they

are at a constant distance in the instantaneous Rindler frame corresponding to the

observer’s proper acceleration at a given moment in time. One can then calculate

the effect of a finite period of acceleration on the quantum field inside the cavity,

not with a single conformal coordinate transformation, but rather by integrating

through a continuum of them.

For arbitrary boundary motion, it is not possible to find a conformal transforma-

tion between inertial coordinates and some coordinates in which the boundaries are

stationary. Given trajectories for which such a transformation cannot be found,

one can seek the solution to the field equation in terms of “instantaneous” mode

solutions [183, 189], and then use some approximations particular to the given tra-

jectories to solve the resulting infinite set of coupled differential equations. This

can then be used to connect solutions before a finite period of motion to solutions

afterwards - effectively a scattering problem. In Appendix B, it is shown for a

restricted set of trajectories that adapting this method to curved spacetime gives

results coinciding with those which we present in Section 5.4.

Using the framework of QFT in curved spacetime to examine the DCE allows con-

siderations such as the analogy between the DCE and the radiation emitted by a

collapsing star [190], or the effect of motion on a quantum clock in the twin paradox

scenario, as discussed in Section 4.4.2. In the context of quantum cosmology, one

can consider particle creation due to some expanding boundaries of the universe as

a kind of DCE [191]. Boundary motion in a static curved spacetime was investi-

gated in [192], considering a cavity with a single mirror moving briefly over a short

distance, but a general description of the DCE in curved spacetime has remained an

open problem. The following sections present our progress in this regard.

Before we describe our results, it is useful to clarify the distinction between the DCE

and the Unruh effect (the thermal field experienced by an accelerating observer).

Considering a single moving mirror, one can choose a trajectory such that it emits a

thermal spectrum of particles as t→∞ (see e.g. Section 2.5 of [193] for a pedagogical

treatment). However, this trajectory is distinct from that of a uniformly-accelerating
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observer. In fact, a uniformly-accelerating mirror does not radiate [176]. If we now

consider two mirrors (i.e. a cavity), again uniform acceleration does not by itself

result in a thermal state. Indeed, if the motion of a cavity’s mirrors could alone

reduce the purity of the field state contained therein, the Hamiltonian approach

(and subsequent unitary evolution) used by a number of authors (e.g. [174]) would

be invalid. However, if we allow the cavity to couple to the field external to it,2 the

cavity may act as an effective particle detector for the external field, and in this case

the field inside the cavity will thermalise, as described in [157]. A short description

of the relations between the Unruh effect, Hawking radiation and the DCE (and the

limits of these relations) is given in Section IV.F of [14].

5.3 Stationary boundaries

We will work in 1 + 1 dimensions, though in Appendix C we show how the results

in this chapter can be generalised to include more spatial dimensions. Consider a

massless scalar field Φ in a stationary spacetime. Every stationary 1+1D spacetime

is static, and it is always possible to find some coordinate system in which the metric

is conformally flat [47], that is to say there exist some coordinates (t, x) such that

gµν(t, x) = w(t, x)ηµν , where ηµν is the Minkowski metric and the function w(t, x)

is called the conformal factor. The stationary property of the spacetime implies

that w(t, x) = w(x), and therefore ∂t is a timelike Killing vector. The Klein-Gordon

equation (Equation (2.16)) then takes the same form as in an inertial coordinate

frame in flat space: (
∂2
t − ∂2

x

)
Φ = 0. (5.1)

Denoting the positions of the boundaries in the x-coordinate by xj , with j = 1, 2, we

solve the field equation subject to the conditions Φ(t, x = x1) = Φ(t, x = x2) = 0,

giving

φm(t, x) = Nme
−iωmt sin [ωm(x− x1)] (5.2)

and their complex conjugates, where Nm = 1/
√
mπ is a normalization constant

and ωm := mπ/L, are the mode frequencies (with m = 1, 2, 3, . . . labeling the

mode), and L = x2 − x1 is the cavity length. The inner product between solutions

(Equation (2.18)) becomes

(ϕ, χ) = −i
∫ x2

x1

dx [ϕ (∂tχ
∗)− χ∗ (∂tϕ)] , (5.3)

2Note that considering a non-perfectly-reflecting mirror can result in an effective coupling be-
tween the field inside and outside of the cavity.
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and we can quantise the field following the procedure described in Section 2.2.3,

giving a vacuum state |0〉, and the field operator

Φ(t, x) =
∑
m

[
amφm(t, x) + a†mφ

∗
m(t, x)

]
. (5.4)

We will find it useful to express the time evolution of the field operator (recall that

we use the Heisenberg picture) as a Bogoliubov transformation (see Section 2.2.5);

an evolution by an amount ∆t in the t-coordinate corresponds to the Bogoliubov

coefficients αmn = e−iωm∆tδmn and βmn = 0.

Here we have quantised the field with respect to the timelike Killing vector ∂t, and

since the proper time of any observer at fixed x0 is τ(t) =
√
w(x0)t, this observer

will agree with the separation into positive and negative-frequency modes according

to ∂t. It is therefore with respect to these observers that we define Hilbert space of

the stationary cavity.

5.4 The effect of boundary motion

We now derive the Bogoliubov transformation corresponding to a finite period of

boundary motion. To do this, we make the assumption that an infinitesimal time-

step can be described as the combination of a displacement effect and pure phase-

evolution of stationary mode solutions. This gives a picture analogous to the separa-

tion of a Hamiltonian into free and interacting terms H = H0 +Hint, as we shall see.

Hence, in the same vein as [188], a differential equation for the total transformation

can be derived.

We will write Bogoliubov transformations in matrix form (i.e. Equation (2.43)).

We define a matrix of frequencies Ω := diag (ω1, ω2, . . . ,−ω1,−ω2, . . .). To make

explicit the dependence on the boundary conditions, let us write this as Ω(x1, x2) and

the stationary mode solutions in Equation 5.2 as φm(t, x;x1, x2). The assumption

described in the preceding paragraph is then expressed mathematically as

φm(t+ δt, x;x1 + δx1, x2 + δx2) ={
exp [iΩ(x1 + δx1, x2 + δx2)δt] Sδ(δx1, δx2)

}
φm(t, x;x1, x2),

(5.5)

where Sδ(δx1, δx2) represents the transformation3

φm(t, x;x1, x2)→ φm(t, x;x1 + δx1, x2 + δx2). (5.6)

3For this transformation, there is an ambiguity in the domain in which the inner products are
to be taken. However, the Bogoliubov coefficients obtained for the different domains differ only at
second order in the infinitesimals, and therefore vanish when we use them to obtain Equation (5.8).
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If we now consider motion for some finite time t, and denote the corresponding

transformation matrix by S(t), then composing transformations gives

S(t+ δt)= exp [iΩ(x1 + δx1, x2 + δx2)δt]Sδ(δx1, δx2)S(t), (5.7)

and then from the definition of the derivative, we have

dS

dt
=

[
iΩ +M [1]dx1

dt
+M [2]dx2

dt

]
S (5.8)

with

M [j] :=

(
A[j] B[j]

B[j]∗ A[j]∗

)
, (5.9a)

A[j]
mn :=

(
∂φm
∂xj

, φn

)
, B[j]

mn := −
(
∂φm
∂xj

, φ∗n

)
, (5.9b)

where j = 1, 2 and square brackets indicate that the index labels a boundary (dis-

tinguishing it from mode indices, orders in a series expansion and exponents). The

Lie algebra condition given in Equation 2.45 is equivalent here to the conditions

A[j] = −A[j]† and B[j] = B[j]T , which are indeed satisfied. We consider the motion

to occur between t = 0 and t = T , and we define

Θ(t) :=

∫ t

0
dt′Ω(t′). (5.10)

Seeking a solution of the form S(t) = eiΘ(t)S̄(t) for some S̄(t), we find

S(T ) = eiΘ(T )T exp

∫ T

0
dt

2∑
j=1

e−iΘ(t)M [j]eiΘ(t)dxj
dt

 . (5.11)

where T exp denotes the time-ordered exponential.

Let us now assume that the coordinate velocities of the boundaries
dxj
dt are small

(with respect to the speed of light) throughout the motion. We can use the Dyson

series to express the time-ordered exponential in Equation (5.11) to second order

in
dxj
dt . We write the resulting Bogoliubov coefficients as in Equation (2.46), i.e.
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αmn = α
(0)
mn + α

(1)
mn + α

(2)
mn and βmn = β

(1)
mn + β

(2)
mn, with

α(0)
mn = eiω̄m(T )δmn (5.12a)

α(1)
mn = eiω̄m(T )

2∑
j=1

∫ T

0
dt A[j]

mne
−i[ω̄m(t)−ω̄n(t)]dxj

dt
(5.12b)

α(2)
mn = eiω̄m(T )

2∑
j,k=1

∫ T

0
dt2

∫ t2

0
dt1C

[jk]
mn (t1, t2) e−i[ω̄m(t2)−ω̄n(t1)]dxj

dt2

dxk
dt1

(5.12c)

β(1)
mn = eiω̄m(T )

2∑
j=1

∫ T

0
dtB[j]

mne
−i[ω̄m(t)+ω̄n(t)]dxj

dt
(5.12d)

β(2)
mn = eiω̄m(T )

2∑
j,k=1

∫ T

0
dt2

∫ t2

0
dt1D

[jk]
mn (t1, t2) e−i[ω̄m(t2)+ω̄n(t1)]dxj

dt2

dxk
dt1

, (5.12e)

where

ω̄m(t) :=

∫ t

0
dt′ωm(t′) (5.13a)

C [jk]
mn (t1, t2) :=

∑
p

[
A[j]
mpA

[k]
pne

i[Θp(t2)−Θp(t1)] +B[j]
mpB

[k]
pne
−i[Θp(t2)−Θp(t1)]

]
(5.13b)

D[jk]
mn (t1, t2) :=

∑
p

[
A[j]
mpB

[k]
pne

i[Θp(t2)−Θp(t1)] +B[j]
mpA

[k]
pne
−i[Θp(t2)−Θp(t1)]

]
. (5.13c)

In Appendix B, we check Equations 5.12 to first order by considering the subset

of trajectories where the cavity length is a constant (in the conformally flat coor-

dinates), in which case one can approximately solve the field equations to find the

Bogoliubov coefficients without using the specific functional form of the trajectory.

One can see the role played by different terms in Equations 5.12. The term α
(0)
mn gives

the phase change in the absence of mode-mixing and particle creation effects, the

first-order terms treat the mode-mixing (α) and particle creation (β) effect of each

boundary individually, and the second-order terms give these effects as a mixture

of both boundaries’ motions. The first and second-order terms play the role of the

“interaction Hamiltonian” in the analogy mentioned above, and disappear in the

limit of adiabatic (i.e. infinitely slow) motion. Integrating by parts (using the fact

that the velocity is zero at t = 0 and t = T ), one can see a correspondence between

the first-order terms in Equations 5.12 above and Equations 6 in [188].

We exploit the simplicity of the Klein-Gordon equation in conformally flat coordi-

nates, but trajectories in coordinates more natural to a given problem can be mapped

to ones in the conformally flat coordinates. Furthermore, the temporal coordinate

t is used as a bookkeeping coordinate, which can be related to the proper time of
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an observer in the usual way. Both of these points are illustrated in the example in

Section 5.5.

5.5 Example: an oscillating boundary in the presence

of a massive body

We now consider a scenario where, in the presence of a stationary, spherically sym-

metric, massive body, one boundary is fixed while the other oscillates in the direction

radial to the body. The DCE due to sinusoidal boundary oscillation in flat spacetime

is a well-studied problem, e.g. [15, 194, 189], and this boundary trajectory was used

to observe the DCE experimentally [181]. One finds a resonance in the creation of

particles when the boundary oscillates at the sum-frequency of two modes. This res-

onance was examined in a weak gravitational field using a short-time approximation

in [192]. Here, we use the results described in Section 5.4 to find expressions for the

βmn coefficients, revealing further particle-creation resonances due to the spacetime

curvature.

We model the spacetime containing the massive body by the Schwarzschild spacetime

described in Section 2.1.4. Recall that the line element was given by

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
1

f(r)
dr2 + r2dΩ2

with f(r) := 1 − rS/r, where rS = 2GM is the Schwarzschild radius of the body,

and we defined the tortoise coordinate r∗(r) := r + rS ln
∣∣∣ rrS − 1

∣∣∣. Disregarding the

angular coordinates, we can quantise the field in the way described in Section 5.3;

Equations (5.2) and (5.4) hold, with x = r∗. The observers for whom this is the

appropriate quantisation are then the shell observers described in Section 2.1.4, i.e.

our results correspond to the experience of some stationary experimenter at a radial

distance re with proper time τe =
√
f(re)t (Equation (2.10)). The effect of the

spacetime curvature on the spatial structure of the mode functions is illustrated in

Figure 5.1.

We consider one boundary to be fixed at r1 = r0, and the other boundary at r2(t) =

(r0 + L0) [1 + δ(t)] to move from t = 0 to t = T such that there is a sinusoidal

oscillation of the proper length, i.e.

Lp(t) = Lp,0 + Ã sin (νt) . (5.14)

with Lp,0 =
∫ r0+L0

r0
dr
f(r) . For simplicity of presentation, it is assumed the boundary

returns to its initial position at t = T , i.e. νT = pπ for some p ∈ N. Assuming
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r

Field strength

(a) The spatial profile of mode φ1.

r

Field strength

(b) The spatial profile of mode φ2.

Figure 5.1: A cartoon of sin [ωm(r∗(r)− r∗(r1))] for m = 1 and m = 2, in the case of
no (orange) and strong (blue) curvature (as quantified by rS). This illustrates how
the curvature “pulls” the modes towards the gravitating body in the Schwarzschild
r-coordinate.

the oscillation amplitude to be much smaller than the distance to the centre of the

gravitating body, one finds

r2(t) = r0 + L0 +A sin(νt) with A =

√
f (r0 + L0)√

f (r0 + L0) + rs
2(r0+L0)

Ã, (5.15)

to first order in δ(t). We further assume ε := A/L0 << 1 and ε >> rS/r, which are

easily satisfied in experiments at the Earth’s surface. We will work to first order in

rS/r and second order in ε. For reference, in SQUID-based DCE experiments one

can achieve a fractional change of the (effective) length as large as ∼ 0.1 [195, 181],

and at the surface of the Earth, we have rS/r ∼ 10−9.

The βmn quantify particle creation, as exemplified by Equation (2.41). To find these

coefficients, we use Equations (5.12), giving

βmn =eiωnT εν
√
ωmωn

f(r0)

f(r0 + L0)

{
i
(−1)p − ei(ωm+ωn)T

(ωm + ωn)2 − ν2

+
ArS

(r0 + L0)2

ν

ωm + ωn

ei(ωm+ωn)T − 1(
ωm+ωn

2

)2 − ν2

}
,

(5.16)

where the {ωm} are the unperturbed mode frequencies. The first term in the braces

in Equation (5.16) persists in the limit of zero curvature (i.e. rS → 0), and ex-

hibits the familiar resonance for a driving frequency of ν = ωm+ωn. The second

term gives a novel contribution due to curvature, with its own resonance at the

subharmonic ν = 1
2 (ωm + ωn),4 though this is strongly suppressed by the factor of

ArS/(r0 + L0)2. Including more terms of ε and rS/r in our approximation, one finds

4To avoid a potential confusion, we emphasize that this half-wavelength resonance is distinct
from the fact that, when driving the mirror at ν = ωm + ωn, one obtains a peak in the output
spectrum of an initially-empty cavity at ν/2 (or the nearest frequencies to that, if m+ n is odd).
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further subharmonic resonances, each one increasingly suppressed, and all vanishing

in the limit of zero curvature. These are the result of the nonlinear relationship be-

tween the proper length and the length in the tortoise coordinate r∗. Stated in more

physical terms, the length relevant to the experimenter, the proper length, differs

nontrivially from the appropriate notion of length for a massless particle (sometimes

called the “radar length” [119]), and this difference depends on the curvature of the

spacetime, quantified in this case by rS . A single-frequency sinusoidal modulation

of the proper length corresponds to a complex motion in the conformally-flat length.

This complex motion can be seen as a weighted sum of sinusoids with different fre-

quencies (i.e. a Fourier series), and each of these terms gives rise to a new resonance.

Conversely, one could imagine the experimenter contriving a complex modulation of

the proper length such that the motion in the r∗-coordinate is exactly sinusoidal, in

which case only the standard resonance would remain.

Taking a driving frequency resonant with the first term, i.e. ν = ωq + ωr for some q

and r, and then considering the regime νT >> 1, one obtains

|βmn|2 =
1

4

(
1− 2

L0rs
r2

0

)
mn

(
ε
f(r0)π

L0
T

)2

δm+n,q+r. (5.17)

We thus find a curvature-induced reduction in particle number, as noted in [192],

and we recover Equation (4.5) of [189] in the flat-spacetime limit. This reduction is

in line with the physical interpretation of the novel resonances given above.

If we now drive the boundary at the novel resonance, ν = 1
2 (ωq + ωr) for some q

and r, the coefficient for which the curvature-dependent contribution is largest is

βqr = ieiωqT ε

√
qrf(r0)2

f(r0 + L0)

[
−2

3

1− (−1)p

f(r0) (q + r)
+ ε

π

8

rST

f(r0 + L0)(r0 + L0)2

]
. (5.18)

From Equation (5.18), one can see that it is in principle possible to conduct an

experiment for long enough that the curvature-dependent contribution dominates,

since in the βmn for modes other than q and r (Equation (5.16)), the value of T

only serves to set the phases. Taking the Schwarzschild radius of the Earth, and

considering the parameters used in the SQUID setup of [116] at the surface, one

finds that the observation of this resonance would take an astronomically long time.

Instead of a photonic DCE, we can consider phononic excitations of a BEC, which

modifies the metric that we must use (see Appendix A of [55]). There are cases

where relativistic effects too small to detect with an optical cavity may be brought

into an observable regime with a BEC setup [196, 55], and by preparing a suitable

probe state and measuring its transformation due to the motion, one might be able

to profit from the increased sensitivity afforded by quantum metrology [25, 26]. In
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Section 5.6 we discuss the potential of this platform to observe the novel resonance.

5.6 Curved-spacetime DCE in BEC systems

As noted in Section 5.2, modulating the trapping potential of a BEC affects the

mode structure of the phonons, giving rise to a DCE. This has been implemented

in [179], for example, where correlated phonon pairs are produced by sinusoidal

modulation the trap potential.

In [54], by modelling a BEC in a fully relativistic manner, and using a slight mod-

ification of the usual mean-field description,5 it was shown that under certain con-

ditions (see Section 5, particularly Equations 62, of [54]) the phonon field obeys the

Klein-Gordon equation with an effective metric that includes contributions from the

properties of the bulk fluid:

gµν = ρ
c

cs

[
gµν +

(
1− c2

s

c2

)
vµvν
c2

]
(5.19)

where ρ, cs and vµ are related respectively to the density, speed of sound and phase

gradient of the mean field (see [54] for detailed definitions). While the derivation

of the effective metric in [54] considered only a flat background spacetime, it was

shown in Appendix A of [55] that the result also holds for a curved background. The

same metric was also derived in [197] for perturbations of a classical fluid. Assuming

the background metric gµν to be flat, one can control the properties of the BEC so

that the effective metric gµν simulates a a particular spacetime (see [198, 199] for

general discussions, and [200] for an example). Turning these proposals around,

in [27] it was suggested that one could instead use a BEC to detect changes in the

background spacetime. By an appropriate coordinate transformation, we can see

moving boundaries in a static spacetime as stationary boundaries in a dynamical

spacetime. Combining these two ideas leads us to the question of whether or not

such a BEC setup will allow us to detect the curved-spacetime contribution to the

DCE.

We can follow the procedure described above, particularly Sections 5.3 and 5.4, the

only necessary modification being that we must find coordinates that are conformally

flat with respect to the effective metric gµν , which depends on the properties of

the BEC. As a first step, let us consider a 1+1D Schwarzschild spacetime, as in

Section 5.5, containing a BEC which is static, so that cs and ρ are constant and

vµ = (c/
√
f(r), 0). With these conditions, we find that the effective metric gives the

5The density of the BEC is described as quantum perturbations (i.e. phonons) around a classical
mean field (the “bulk”)
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following spacetime interval (in the usual Schwarzschild coordinates):

ds2 = ρ

[
−cs
c
f(r)dt2 +

c

cs

1

f(r)
dr2

]
(5.20)

and therefore our conformally flat coordinates in this case are given by x(r) =
c
cs

[
r + rs ln

(
r
rs − 1

)]
, i.e. the usual tortoise coordinate scaled by a factor of c

cs
.

Considering typical values for the speed of sound to run from ∼ 1 mm s−1 [201] to

∼ 1 cm s−1 [179], we have c
cs

ranging from ∼ 1010 to ∼ 1011. If we now return to

the oscillating-boundary example given in Section 5.5, we see that small oscillations

in the Schwarzschild coordinate r are greatly amplified in our new conformally flat

coordinate x. We therefore find an example where, as in the proposals in [196, 55],

a relativistic effect too small to detect with an optical cavity might be brought into

an observable regime with a BEC setup.

5.7 Conclusion and Discussion

We have given a simple method allowing the calculation of the DCE in a cavity

due to motion in curved spacetime by effectively separating the timescales of cavity

motion and field-state evolution. As well as giving some general formulas for the

Bogoliubov transformation of the field state, we have considered the experimental

scenario used to observe the DCE [181], now using the Schwarzschild spacetime, and

found a novel resonance in particle creation as a result of the curvature. This is a

consequence of the distinction between the radar length and the proper length of the

cavity, whose inequality is in turn a consequence of the spacetime curvature. This

illustrates that when discussing the notion of an object’s length in a given frame in

curved spacetime, one must specify by what measure the length is to be determined.

We briefly discussed the possibility of amplifying this effect using a BEC. The results

described in this chapter underpin the following ones. We now note some limitations

of our approach, and some possible extensions.

By prescribing the boundary trajectories, we ignore the backreaction (and there-

fore resistive force) on the mirrors due to particle creation. In light of the addi-

tional curvature-dependent terms in the example above, we see that this backreation

will be affected by the presence of gravity, and therefore alter the “quantum fric-

tion” [175, 202] resisting the acceleration of an object through spacetime. Another

limitation is our assumption of perfectly-reflecting boundaries, which implies that

the purity of the field state inside the cavity is unaffected by the motion. Relaxing

this assumption would allow a consideration of coupling between intra-cavity modes

and global ones, and the resulting loss of purity of the former. One could then
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investigate the decoherence induced by non-inertial motion, including the effect of

gravity.

It would be of interest to see if our approach can be modified to consider asymptot-

ically static motion of a single boundary through curved space. This would require

the procedure followed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 to be adapted for the continuous-

spectrum case. One could then compare trajectories in curved spacetime with known

flat-spacetime results such as those described in [203] in order to investigate how

the curvature affects those results.

Finally, we note that our analysis of the BEC implementation was a sketch for the

purpose of showing the possible benefit of using such a platform, and that the subject

deserves a much fuller treatment, with serious attention to experimental details. To

go beyond the rough analysis presented above, there are a number of tasks. The first

is to check that the assumption of constant density and speed of sound is feasible,

and if not, to find more realistic spatiotemporal profiles, and see how this affects the

resulting metric. Furthermore, the changes in the potential which produce the effect

can induce a non-negligible modulation of the bulk properties (as in [204]), and we

must account for this in our analysis. This might be done by treating all of the extra

metric terms induced by such modulations as temporary “source terms” in the Klein-

Gordon equation. Preliminary calculations suggest this to be a feasible approach,

and it remains to see to what extent these terms would affect the measurability of

the curved-spacetime contribution to the DCE.



Chapter 6

Quantum and classical effects in

a falling light-clock

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we further develop the clock model described in Section 4.4 and

use the results of Chapter 5 to consider an example where gravity plays a role. As

discussed in Section 4.4, this is a quantum version of the light clock, commonly

attributed to Einstein, whose “ticks” are the propagation of light back and forth

between two mirrors. We recall that the clock consists of a particular mode of a

localized quantum field; the boundaries confining the field define the spatial extent

of the clock, and the clock time is given by the phase of a Gaussian state. This gives

a clock that can undergo classical relativistic trajectories, but whose dynamics are

described by QFT in curved spacetime. The former property means that we can

compare this to an ideal clock (in the sense described in Section 4.1) by considering

a classical observer attached to the cavity, while the latter property allows us to

consider the effect of the spacetime curvature on the whole extent of the quantum

field. Since our aim is to investigate the interplay of quantum mechanics and relativ-

ity, we must be careful to distinguish between classical nonideality of the clock, and

nonideality arising from quantum effects. We further recall that we adopt the prin-

ciple of operationalism. As an aside to the reader sceptical of the appropriateness

of this clock model, we compare it with an atomic clock (Section 4.2.5), where time

is kept by phase estimation of the coherent state emitted by a laser whose cavity is

adjusted to match a chosen resonance of the reference atom.

In the work reviewed in Section 4.4.2, the use of uniformly accelerated (Rindler) ref-

erence frames determined the evolution of the clock length. This results in a number

of desirable properties, such as Born rigidity (a lack of relativistic stresses on the

74
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clock support system), constant radar distance (the distance as measured by timing

classical light pulses), and constant proper distance. In curved spacetime, however,

these properties cannot in general be satisfied concurrently. Einstein described the

general theory of relativity as follows: “all our well-substantiated space-time proposi-

tions amount to the determination of space-time coincidences. [...] The introduction

of a system of co-ordinates serves no other purpose than an easy description of to-

tality of such coincidences [205]”. Notions of length in the theory are then only

well-defined in as far as they can be described in these terms. As we already saw in

the example given in Section 5.5, the inequivalence of different notions of length in

curved spacetime can have novel consequences. We must therefore take care to spec-

ify the physical situation according to which the clock is moved, and in particular

how this acts individually upon the two mirrors.

The clock model is developed in Section 6.2, showing the state-independence of the

clock time for Gaussian states, and the separation of the clock time into classical and

quantum contributions, and describing some of the issues in attempting to generalise

the model to curved spacetime. Section 6.3 presents the falling-clock scenario, com-

paring classical clock effects with ideal pointlike observers, and presenting numerical

investigations into quantum effects on the clock time. We also briefly consider how

changes in the strength of the gravitational field affect the clock readings. Our re-

sults, their limitations, and their possible consequences are discussed in Section 6.4.

6.2 Classical and quantum effects on the clock time

Here, as in Section 4.4, we use a state of the first mode of the cavity (m = 1) to

set the clock, and we use q and p to represent the quadrature operators (defined in

Equations (3.4)) of this mode. The phase θ a Gaussian state was given in Equa-

tion (3.14): tan θ = 〈p〉/〈q〉. There is a freedom in how the quadrature operators are

defined, reflecting the relational nature of the phase; multiplying a1 by an arbitrary

reference phase acts to shift θ by that amount. We can set θ = 0, for example, by

choosing this reference phase such that 〈p〉 = 0.

Let the clock be initialised in an arbitrary (Gaussian) initial state with first moments

〈x〉0 and 〈p〉0. After a Bogoliubov transformation of the first moments according to

Equation (3.25a), the phase of the clock satisfies

tan θ =
−Im (α11 − β11) 〈x〉0 + Re (α11 + β11) 〈p〉0
Re (α11 − β11) 〈x〉0 + Im (α11 + β11) 〈p〉0

. (6.1)

If we define the quadrature operators with a reference phase such that the clock is

initialised at zero (i.e. 〈p〉0 = 0), then the final phase no longer depends on the
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initial state, but only on the Bogoliubov coefficients, which in turn depend on the

mode solutions to the field equation and the motion of the boundaries. The time

as measured by the clock is then uniquely determined by the background spacetime

metric and the clock motion. Consequently, the results described in [116] hold for

all Gaussian states, not only the coherent state used therein.

We consider two clocks, with their phases both initialised at zero. The reference

clock, labelled A, remains at rest (with respect to the stationary spacetime), and

the other clock, labelled B, undergoes a finite period of motion. A classical observer

is associated with each clock, following one of the clock-mirrors along its trajectory.

We will examine how the readings of clocks A and B differ, and contrast this with

the difference in the proper time of the corresponding classical observers. As in

Chapter 5, we use coordinates in which the metric is conformally flat, denoted by

(t, x), as bookkeeping coordinates, and assume the motion of clock B to take place

in the interval 0 < t < T . The trajectories of the two mirrors of clock B are

denoted x1(t) and x2(t) (where x1(t) < x2(t)), and the instantaneous frequency

(with respect to t) of mode m of this clock is therefore ωm(t) = mπ/ [x2(t)− x1(t)].

Assuming the two clocks to initially have the same length (in the x-coordinate), the

mode frequencies of the stationary clock, A, are then ωAm := ωm(0), and its field

state transforms according to the Bogoliubov coefficients αAmn = exp
[
iωAmT

]
δmn

and βAmn = 0, giving a phase of θA = −ωA1 T . The minus sign is a consequence of

the definition of positive-frequency modes as those with phases that evolve in the

negative direction with increasing time [47].

We then need to determine the Bogoliubov coefficients αBmn and βBmn for clock

B’s transformation. The separation of Φ into well-defined positive and negative-

frequency modes as described in Section 2.2.3 is not possible for general boundary

motion [176], so we use the results of Chapter 5, specifically Equations (5.12), and

from there determine the evolution of the clock phase using Equation (6.1). We work

to second order in the velocities dxj/dt, and define θClB := −
∫ T

0 dt′ω1(t′) (i.e. the

phase accrued by a classical oscillator with a time-dependent frequency), and further

define ᾱmn := eim θClB αBmn and β̄mn := eim θClB βBmn. Then from Equations (5.12) we

see that the coefficients can be written

αBmn =e−im θClB

[
δmn + ᾱ(1)

mn + ᾱ(2)
mn

]
(6.2a)

βBmn =e−im θClB

[
β̄(1)
mn + β̄(2)

mn

]
. (6.2b)

From Equation (6.1) (with 〈p〉0 = 0), we can write the phase of clock B as

θB = θClB + θQuB (6.3)
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with
θQuB :=−

[
Im
(
ᾱ

(1)
11 − β̄

(1)
11

)
+ Im

(
ᾱ

(2)
11 − β̄

(2)
11

)]
+ Re

(
ᾱ

(1)
11 − β̄

(1)
11

)
Im
(
ᾱ

(1)
11 − β̄

(1)
11

)
.

(6.4)

Equation (6.3) thus gives the separation of clock B’s phase into a classical part θClB ,

and a quantum part θQuB , the latter arising due to the transformation of B’s quantum

state as a consequence of the clock’s motion. In the following sections, we explore

these two effects with a specific example.

From the above, one can find the phase accrued by both clocks in an amount of

bookkeeping time T . In the work discussed in Section 4.4, one could simply convert

phases to a quantities with dimensions of time by dividing by the frequency of the

clock mode,1 i.e. Equation (4.4), this frequency being the same (to within the

approximation used) for both clocks [116]. In curved spacetime however, matters

are more complicated. Generally, the frequency of clock B’s reference mode will

vary with respect to the bookkeeping time t, and therefore with respect to clock

A, throughout the motion. For an observer carrying clock B to determine how this

frequency varies, they would need to know the trajectories of the clock’s boundaries,

as well as the value of T , which is not in keeping with the principle of operationalism.

To speak of the local reading of each clock, we must therefore use the phase, without

converting it to a time. We could choose to use the timescale set by the frequency of

the reference clock A to write these readings as quantities with dimensions of time:

t̃A(θ) := −NA

ωA1
θ, (6.5)

where NA is the lapse function (see Equation (2.3)) scaling ωA1 in accordance with

the gravitational time dilation experienced by observer A. This must however be

done with the caveat that t̃(θ) is the time that observer A associates with the phase

θ. Clock A’s time t̃A (θA) is by construction equal to the proper time τA of it’s

associated observer. Equation (6.5) is then one way to generalise Equation (4.4),

with the important caveat above. In any case, since it is linear in θ, taking ratios of

t̃A(θ) for different phases is the same as taking ratios of the phases themselves.

To differentiate the difference in clock reading (i.e. phase) of clocks A and B, from

the difference in proper times of their corresponding observers, we refer to the former

as the “phase discrepancy” between the clocks.

1as is done in the measurement of time by atomic clocks
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6.3 A falling quantum clock

6.3.1 The scenario

We now present a numerical investigation of the difference in clock times for the

clocks introduced in Section 6.2. In particular, we wish to examine to its magnitude

in a parameter regime which could feasibly be attained on the Earth. We consider

a scenario where clock A is kept fixed 110m above the Earth’s surface and clock B

falls freely from that height to the surface, comparing the fall-time as measured by

the two clocks. The choice of height is based on the size of the Bremen Drop Tower

at the Center of Applied Space Technology and Microgravity (ZARM) [206]. We

model the spacetime around the Earth using the Schwarzschild metric introduced in

Section 2.1.4, with Schwarzschild coordinates (t, r), and as in Section 5.5 we arrive at

the conformally flat coordinates by taking x = r∗, where r∗ is the tortoise coordinate.

The Schwarzschild radius was defined by rS := 2GM , where M is the mass of the

Earth (except where stated otherwise). For each clock, we take their corresponding

observer to follow the lower mirror (the one with smaller r). Observer A, at position

rA, is a shell observer experiencing the proper time τA =
√
f(rA)T during the

motion, i.e. the lapse function is NA =
√
f(rA). The mirrors of clock B follow drip

trajectories determined by Equations (2.12-2.14), to be solved with r0 = rA for the

lower mirror and r0 = rA + L0 for the upper one, where L0 is the initial clock size.

We take L0 = 1 m, except where stated otherwise. The proper time of the classical

observer associated with clock B is given by Equation (2.13).

6.3.2 Classical clocks and proper times

In this section we examine the classical part of the phase discrepancy between clocks

A and B, comparing this with the proper times of the corresponding pointlike ob-

servers. First, we can gain some insight by solving for the mirror trajectories pertur-

batively in rS/rA and L0/rA, from which we find (to second order in these quantities)

θClB
θA

= 1 +
1

2

{
aAL0

c2
− 1

3

rS
rA

+

(
rS
rA

)2
[

1

3
+

1

10

(
cT

rA

)2
]}(

cT

rA

)2

(6.6)

where aA is the proper acceleration felt by observer A (Equation (2.11), with r0 =

rA). The extent to which this quantity is not equal to unity then quantifies the

classical phase discrepancy between the two clocks. The component proportional to

aAL0/2c
2 is reminiscent of the case of an accelerating light clock in flat spacetime

(see Exercise 3.10 in [119]), though here it is the stationary clock which undergoes

proper acceleration. In the scenario we consider here, aA/c
2 ∼ 10−16 m−1, while
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rS/rA ∼ 10−9, and therefore Equation (6.6) tells us that the classical discrepancy is

extremely insensitive to changes in length in this regime.

We now compare the classical phase discrepancy with the usual relativistic time

dilation between the observers A and B. Specifically, we compare the fractional

differences defined by

Fpoint :=
τB − τA
τA

and Fext :=
θClB − θA

θA
. (6.7)

The evolution of these quantities during the fall is given in Figure 6.1. We can see

that the finite extent of the clock acts to increase the magnitude of the difference

in clock readings compared to the ideal case, and that this effect is of considerable

magnitude. While this is given in terms of the bookkeeping coordinate t, we recall

that this coordinate is simply the proper time of observer A scaled by
√
f(rA).

ℱpoint

ℱext

0 1 2 3 4

-0.00001

-8.×10-6
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-2.×10-6

0.00000

Coordinate time (s)

Figure 6.1: The fractional difference between the readings of dropped and stationary
clocks in the case of pointlike, ideal clocks (dashed line), and classical light clocks
(solid line), as a function of t. Their negative values indicate that the dropped clocks
experience less time passing than the stationary ones. Curves shown for L0 = 1 m
and a fall of 110 m to the surface of the Earth.

6.3.3 The quantum contribution to the phase discrepancy

The total fractional difference in phases between the clocks is

θB − θA
θA

= Fext +
θQuB
θA

, (6.8)

and therefore θQuB /θA quantifies the quantum contribution to the fractional phase

discrepancy. The behaviour of this quantity during the fall is shown in Figure 6.2a.
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There we see that the motion-induced change in the quantum state acts to increase

the phase discrepancy. For this quantum part we cannot find a closed-form expres-

sion like the one in Equation (6.6), but numerically we find the same insensitivity

to clock size. Specifically, considering initial lengths from 0.1 µm to 10 m (in the

r-coordinate), we find that the curve in Figure 6.2a does not noticeably change.

Examining this this effect on a much smaller scale reveals an oscillatory behaviour

(Figure 6.2b). These oscillations occur at the frequency of the clock mode and there-

fore are affected by changes in clock size, in contrast with the secular behaviour in

Figure 6.2a. Specifically, they increase in frequency but also decrease in amplitude

as we consider smaller clocks. Figure 6.2b illustrates this behaviour for two different

values of initial length, finding oscillations of amplitude ∼ 10−19 for initial lengths

on the order of 1 m.

6.3.4 Curvature dependence

Though we have been primarily interested in the parameter regime corresponding to

Earth-based experiments, it is interesting to consider how our results change with

the curvature (as quantified by rS). We consider the range 0 < rS < 100, while

continuing to use the same rA as before (i.e. fixed at 110 m higher than the radius

of the Earth). The results are shown in Figure 6.3. The overall fall time decreases

with increasing curvature, an effect which wins out over tidal forces to decrease

the magnitude of Fext. This approximate linearity of this decrease in the regime

considered here is shown by the red curve in Figure 6.3. This behaviour is not

surprising, given Equation (6.6). Perhaps more surprising is the seemingly linear

increase in the magnitude of the fractional quantum effect θQuB /θA (the blue curve

in Figure 6.3).

6.4 Summary and discussion

We have presented a model of a quantum relativistic light clock which moves in a

stationary spacetime. It was shown for gaussian field states that the mean phase

shift (and therefore mean clock time) of such a clock does not depend on the initial

state, only the transformation applied to that state, which itself depends only on the

spacetime and the motion, as is the case for an ideal classical clock. Assuming low-

velocities (with respect to relevant coordinates), we found that the phase of a clock

after a period of motion separates into the sum of a classical part, incorporating

the changing frequency (i.e. photon round-trip time) of the clock, and a quantum

part, arising from the transformation of the quantum state due to the motion. We

then presented a numerical investigation of a scenario where one clock is held at a
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(a) Secular variation for L0 = 1 m, though the behaviour on this scale is
effectively length-independent (see text).
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(b) Small-scale oscillations (magnified by 1018) towards the end of clock B’s
fall, shown for L0 = 1 m (solid line) and L0 = 0.6 m (dashed line).

Figure 6.2: The overall (a) and small-time-scale (b) quantum contribution (i.e.
θQuB /θA) to the fractional phase discrepancy between the clocks during a fall of
110 m to the surface of the Earth. This contribution acts to increase the difference
in phase between the two clocks. For comparison, Fext ≈ −10−5 at the end of the
motion.
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Figure 6.3: The approximately linear behaviour of the fractional classical (Fext,
red) and quantum (θClB /θA, blue) contributions to the difference in phase between
A and B, as a function of the spacetime curvature (i.e. Schwarzschild radius), after
a fall of 110 m to the surface of the Earth. Note that, since these phase differences
are negative, the rising (falling) curve is decreasing (increasing) in magnitude. For
comparison, the Schwarzschild radius of the Earth is rS ∼ 1 cm.

constant height above the surface of the Earth (whose gravitational field we model

using the Schwarzschild metric) the other is dropped to the surface. First examining

the classical part of the discrepancy between the phases of the two clocks, we argued

that it is effectively independent of the clock size in this scenario. Comparing this

discrepancy with the time dilation experienced between two corresponding classical

observers, we found that the former is greater in magnitude. The quantum con-

tribution acted to further delay the dropped clock, an effect which our numerical

investigation found to be similarly insensitive to clock size. However, considering

this quantum effect on a smaller time-scale, one finds a slight oscillatory behaviour

which does depend on clock size, increasing in frequency and decreasing in amplitude

as the initial size of the clock decreases. Finally, considering how the results change

if we study a scenario with a stronger or weaker spacetime curvature, we found that,

for a fixed drop-height, the classical and quantum effects respectively decrease and

increase in magnitude with increasing curvature, raising the possibility of a regime

in which quantum effects dominate.

While the quantum effect on the clock phase is small in a terrestrial drop-tower

experiment, being on the order of 10−15 times the stationary clock’s phase (Fig-

ure 6.2a), it not insignificant, particularly in light of the ability of modern atomic

clocks (and therefore laser cavities) to achieve frequency stabilities on the order of

1 part in 1018 [207]. However, an attempt to observe the effect would face serious

difficulties, not least the preservation of quantum coherence during the motion, as

well as the short integration time afforded by the fall. Furthermore, an experimental

setup would likely require that the two mirrors be fixed to a support, meaning that
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one must consider the effect of the support’s rigidity on the classical contribution [4],

and investigate to what extent the effect is modified.

The oscillating aspect of the quantum effect distinguishes it qualitatively from the

classical one, raising a number of interesting questions from an operationalist per-

spective. A local time reference constructed via the moving clock would exhibit

a many-to-one relationship with respect to the stationary one, and allow for the

possibility that the order of events separated by a timelike interval be different for

observers A and B, in contrast with the usual causal structure of relativity. That

quantum mechanics may give rise to new causal structures is discussed in e.g. [208],

though our approach is limited by the fact that clock readings are defined via the

expectation values of quantum states, prohibiting coherent temporal (and therefore

causal) superpositions.

Another interpretation of the oscillating aspect is as the breakdown of clock B’s

utility as a time reference, and hence the emergence of a minimum meaningful

time-scale due to the motion. This is distinct from the usual notion of quantum

uncertainty resulting from the variation in the measurements performed on quantum

states. The decrease in amplitude of the oscillations with decreasing clock size could

then be interpreted as an increase in the resolution of the moving clock as the

frequency (i.e. energy) of the clock mode increases.

One could, as in the classical case, argue that clock B’s deviation from ideality is an

artifact, and can be subtracted by measuring the trajectory of its mirrors. This is not

without its conceptual issues, as quantum theory demands that there be some uncer-

tainty associated with this measurement, hindering an agent’s efforts to perform this

“recalibration”. This would be particularly problematic if the uncertainty associated

with the recalibration is of non-negligible magnitude compared to the quantum effect

on the clock time. We cannot analyse this within the current formalism however,

which treats the clock mirrors as classical objects. Furthermore, it seems likely that

the effects predicted here are not fundamental (i.e. clock-independent). One might

then argue that the presence of these effects is a consequence of having used the

“wrong” system as a clock. Such an argument should be followed by specifying the

“right” system to use as a clock - even atomic frequency references exhibit classical

deviations from ideality when subjected to tidal forces (see [44], p.396).

There are a number of other limitations to our approach. We have considered only

Gaussian field states in 1 + 1 dimensions, neglecting polarisation. We have not

considered the process by which the phase, and therefore clock time, is measured.

There is necessarily some uncertainty associated with this, which will depend upon

the clock’s quantum state, as discussed in Section 4.4.2. We have likewise not

considered the problem of comparing the phases of two spatially separated systems
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in a curved background, which is accompanied by its own operational issues, such

as perhaps requiring observers to have accurate knowledge of the spacetime metric,

and of each system’s position. Moreover, the phase is periodic, and so in order to

use the clock as a time reference, a system for counting the oscillations must be

included. The requirement that this bipartite system function continuously leads

to a number of quantum and thermodynamic considerations (see e.g. [149, 152]).

While consideration of any of these aspects may numerically affect the results above,

it seems very unlikely that any of them will be able to restore ideality to the clock.



Chapter 7

Entanglement generation and

degradation in curved spacetime

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present our work regarding the generation and degradation of

entanglement between modes of a relativistic quantum field. The work discussed in

Section 3.4 concerned entanglement between global (or at least highly delocalised)

field modes. This raises the question of how to interpret the operational meaning of

the entanglement, particularly in light of the causal issues arising when one considers

ideal measurements of the field [209, 210]. One solution is to couple the field to

idealised pointlike systems, such as Unruh-DeWitt detectors, as in the entanglement

harvesting procedure mentioned in Section 3.4 (though these models can have their

own issues with causality [211]). Another solution is to consider the field to be

confined to some region, as in an optical cavity, and as we have done in Chapters 5

and 6. The idea of using a relativistic field thus localised as a device for quantum

information protocols was introduced in [212]. This was further developed in [213],

where it was shown that a method for establishing entangled states between separate

cavities [214] can be applied between observers quantising the field according to

different timelike Killing vectors, specifically those corresponding to inertial and

uniformly accelerated observers. The entanglement obtained is reduced, unless one

can adjust the cavity length in accordance with the acceleration.

Since the boundaries of the cavity shield the field inside from the causal horizon asso-

ciated with non-inertial motion, the field state evolves according to a local unitary

transformation, preserving its purity. This contrasts with the case of global field

modes discussed above. However, if we are only able to access as subset of modes,

then we have an effective loss of purity. An example of such a restriction is the

85
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case where the field is to be probed by an atom whose only non-negligible coupling

is to a single mode. In this context, entanglement degradation due to non-uniform

motion has been analysed for scalar [20] and spinor [215] fields, considering an en-

tangled pair of systems where one undergoes finite segments of uniform acceleration,

finding that the resulting degradation varies periodically with the duration of these

segments.

One can also consider entanglement within a single cavity. For example, the vacuum

state of a cavity exhibits entanglement between spatial portions [216], just as in

the discussion of vacuum entanglement in Section 3.4. A finite period of uniform

acceleration generates entanglement between pairs of modes of a scalar or spinor field

in a cavity [19] (as well as genuine multipartite entanglement across modes [23]).

This effect, like the degradation mentioned above, is periodic in the duration of

acceleration. The initial-state dependence of the generated entanglement changes

with the nature of the field: for charged fermions, the Pauli exclusion principle

and charge conservation prohibit the generation of entanglement between initially

populated modes [19], and entanglement generation can be enhanced for a scalar

field by starting with a single-mode squeezed state [217].

The studies in entanglement generation and degradation in a cavity described above

were limited to finite periods of uniform acceleration in Minkowski spacetime due

to the difficulty in describing the effect of arbitrary boundary motion in arbitrary

spacetimes, as discussed in Section 5.2. The generalisation to time-dependent proper

accelerations in Minkowski spacetime given in [188] allowed the authors to study en-

tanglement generation for periodic acceleration, finding a resonance in entanglement

generation similar to the resonance in the DCE due to a single oscillating boundary

(i.e. the flat-spacetime limit of the example in Section 5.5). The work we presented

in Chapter 5 lets us consider wider set of boundary motions and include curved

spacetimes, as we do in the following.

We examine the generation and degradation of entanglement in a number of scenar-

ios. As in Section 6.3, the scenarios we consider will involve a drop to the surface

of the Earth from a height of 110 m, based on the apparatus of the drop tower at

ZARM. This apparatus was used in the first experimental investigation into the ef-

fect of gravitational motion on entangled states [43]. We again use the Schwarzschild

metric, a massless scalar field, and obtain the Bogoliubov coefficients corresponding

to the fall via Equations (5.12), though here we need to compute more than just off-

diagonal coefficients (in contrast with Chapter 6). We again use the Schwarzschild

time coordinate t as a bookkeeping coordinate, which we recall is related to the

proper time of some stationary experimenter by Equation (2.10). For simplicity, we

again take the initial length of each cavity to be 1 m (in the r-coordinate); choos-
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ing other values ranging from 10−6 m to 1 m affects the numerical results below,

but does not change their order of magnitude (except where stated otherwise), nor

change any of their qualitative features.

Note that localising the field to the inside of a cavity does not entirely solve the

issue of causality mentioned above; projective measurements within a cavity of any

finite size can still violate causality. To avoid this, transformations of the field must

be “ultralocal” [218], e.g. products of unitary transformations perfectly localised at

spacetime points on a spacelike hypersurface. To model the process of measuring

the field, one can consider a pointlike detector coupling locally to the relevant field

mode(s) (as in the Jaynes-Cummings model). In that case causality is preserved as

long as we restrict ourselves to the consideration of timescales significantly larger

than the time required for light to cross the cavity [210], as is the case here. We

will not explicitly model the detection procedure, and as such our results should be

treated as an idealised case, ignoring effects arising from the process of detection.

We first numerically investigate the entanglement generated between pairs of modes

of a single cavity, initially in the vacuum state, and dropped to the Earth (Sec-

tion 7.2), before considering the degradation of entanglement between one mode in

a stationary cavity, and one mode in a dropped cavity (Section 7.3). In those cases

we use the negativity, defined in Equation (3.2), as a measure of entanglement. Then

in Section 7.4 we derive a general expression for the change in entanglement fidelity,

defined in Equation (3.3), after a perturbative Bogoliubov transformation. This is

followed by some numerical results regarding the reduction in entanglement fidelity

after a single cavity, initially containing a two-mode entangled state, is dropped.

The scenarios considered in Sections 7.2 and 7.3, and the use of the negativity as an

entanglement measure, allow us to make contact with previous theoretical work, and

greatly simplifies the calculations. On the other hand, the scenario and quantifier

of entanglement (the entanglement fidelity) considered in Section 7.4 more closely

resembles the experiment mentioned above [43].

7.2 Scenario 1: generation of entanglement in a single

dropped box

We consider a single cavity, initially in the vacuum state |0〉. In this state, the

negativity between any pair of modes is of course zero. After a Bogoliubov transfor-

mation of the form given in Equation (2.46), the vaccuum state transforms according

to Equation (2.48), and the negativity between the modes m and n (after tracing
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out all others, and with m 6= n) is given to lowest order by [217]

Nvac =
∣∣∣β(1)
mn

∣∣∣ . (7.1)

Subjecting the cavity to the fall described above, Equation (5.12d) gives

Nvac =

√
mn

(m+ n)L∗,0

∣∣∣∣∫ T

0
dt e−i[ω̄m(t)+ω̄n(t)]

[
(−1)m+ndr∗,1

dt
− dr∗,2

dt

]∣∣∣∣ , (7.2)

where r∗,j is the trajectory of mirror j in the Schwarzschild tortoise coordinate used

in previous chapters, and L∗,0 is the initial length in this coordinate. For a cavity

undergoing some period of acceleration in flat space, if modes m and n are of the

same parity (i.e. if m + n is even), then β
(1)
mn = 0 (see e.g. [188]) and therefore

Nvac = 0 to first order. From Equation (7.2) we see that this is not the case here,

a consequence of the tidal force between the two boundaries, giving rise to a non-

zero difference in tortoise-coordinate velocities throughout the fall. This case is the

only example in the present chapter where a change in the initial length appreciably

changes the result.
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Figure 7.1: The negativity between modes in a single cavity, initially in the vacuum
state, after a fall of 110 m to the surface of the Earth.

The negativity after the fall is shown in Figure 7.1 for a selection of values of m and

n. There we see that, while entanglement is generated between same-parity modes,

it is significantly less than between modes of different parity. In tandem with that,

we see a tendency for more entanglement to be generated between lower modes,
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and between nearby modes. This behaviour can be understood from the form of

Equation (7.2); the prefactor acts to suppress entanglement generation for modes

which are not near to each other, and increase entanglement generation for higher,

nearby modes, but the latter is counteracted by the exponential term in the integral,

which oscillates quickly with respect to the velocities, and does so with increasing

frequency as m and n are increased, reducing the value of the integral1.

As an aside we note that, given Equation (7.1) and the results of Section 5.5, an

oscillating trajectory of one or more mirrors will produce resonances in the generated

entanglement in a similar manner to those pointed out in [188], but now manifesting

the novel resonances due to spacetime curvature described in Section 5.5.

7.3 Scenario 2: degradation of entanglement between

separated partners

7.3.1 Setup

In this second scenario, we consider an entangled state between mode m in one

cavity and n in another. The cavity containing mode m is subjected to the fall

described in Section 7.1, and the modes corresponding to that cavity therefore un-

dergo a Bogoliubov transformation. We examine entanglement degradation given

two different initial entangled states: a Bell state (Section 7.3.2) and a two-mode

squeezed vacuum state (Section 7.3.3). First, following [217], we will find it useful

to define

fαm :=
1

2

∑
p 6=m

∣∣∣α(1)
pm

∣∣∣2 and fβm :=
1

2

∑
p 6=m

∣∣∣β(1)
pm

∣∣∣2 , (7.3)

which are to be calculated using Equations (5.12b) and (5.12d) respectively.

7.3.2 Negativity for an initial Bell state

We defined the Bell states in Equation (3.21). In particular, we choose the state

|Φ+〉 = (1/
√

2) (|0m0n〉+ |1m1n〉). As noted in Section 3.3, this state has negativity

NBell = 1/2. The state after the perturbative Bogoliubov transformation can be

found by writing |Φ+〉 in terms of raising operators acting on the vacuum state, and

then using Equations (2.38) and (2.48) After transforming the state of the cavity

with which the mode m is associated, the negativity is given to lowest order by [20]

NBell =
1

2
−N (2)

Bell (7.4)

1cf. the justification of the “stationary phase approximation” [219].
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with

N (2)
Bell := fαm + 2fβm. (7.5)

In [20], a comparable scenario to the one we consider here was investigated; instead

of a dropped cavity, the authors considered one which undergoes a finite stretch of

acceleration, finding that N (2)
Bell varies periodically in the duration of this stretch. In

our case, the mode-dependence of this quantity, and its evolution throughout the

fall for a given m, are shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 respectively.

7.3.3 Negativity for an initial two-mode squeezed vacuum states

We described the two-mode squeezed vacuum state with a real squeezing parameter

ζ in Equations (3.17), giving both its density matrix and its representation in the

covariance matrix formalism. The covariance-matrix representation of Bogoliubov

transformations was given in Section 3.2.4. Transforming the part of the state

associated with the falling cavity, one finds that the covariance matrix for the state

of both cavities transforms as(
cosh(2ζ)12 sinh(2ζ)σz

sinh(2ζ)σz cosh(2ζ)12.

)
→

(
Γm C

C Γn.

)
(7.6)

where

Γm = cosh(2ζ)MmmMT
mm +

∑
p 6=m
MmpMT

mp, (7.7)

and with Γn = cosh(2ζ)12 and C = sinh(2ζ)σzMT
mm. We recall that σz is the

third Pauli matrix, and that the matrices Mpq were defined in Equation (3.24). As

noted in Section 3.3, the negativity of the initial state is NTMSV = (1/2)
(
e2|ζ| − 1

)
.

Equation (3.29) then can be used to calculate the negativity after the transformation,

giving (to lowest order) [65]

NTMSV =
1

2

(
e2|ζ| − 1

)
−N (2)

TMSV (7.8)

with

N (2)
TMSV := e2|ζ|

[
1

2

(
e2|ζ| − 1

)(
fαm + fβm

)
+ fβm

]
. (7.9)

As with the Bell state, for a finite-duration period of acceleration in flat spacetime,

N (2)
TMSV exhibits an oscillatory behaviour, (as can be inferred from Figures 7.2 and 7.3

of [65]). For the present case, considering some example values of |ζ|, the mode-

dependence of N (2)
TMSV, and its evolution throughout the fall for a given m, are

shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 respectively.
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7.3.4 Results and discussion

As we saw in Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3, the entanglement degradation, as quantified

by N (2)
Bell and N (2)

TMSV (which we will collectively refer to as N (2)) is independent of

the mode n of the stationary cavity. It seems likely that causality requires this to

be the case, though the negativity is not an observable per se.2 Figure 7.2 shows

how, for the initial states described above, N (2) increases with the mode number m

of the dropped cavity’s state. Figure 7.3 shows the monotonic increase of N (2) as

the cavity falls.
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Figure 7.2: Entanglement degradation, as quantified by N (2) as a function of the
mode number m of the dropped cavity’s initial state. This is shown for an initial
Bell state |Φ+〉 (orange), as well as for initial two-mode squeezed vacuum states with
a squeezing paramater of magnitude 1/2 (blue) and 1/10 (green).
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Figure 7.3: The evolution of the entanglement degradation throughout the fall (in
terms of the Schwarzschild time coordinate t) for an initial Bell state |Φ+〉 (orange),
as well as for initial two-mode squeezed vacuum states with a squeezing paramater
of magnitude 1/2 (blue) and 1/10 (green), with m = 10 in all cases.

2If this n-independence weren’t true, one could imagine the the holder of the stationary cavity,
arbitrarily far away, performing some local operation which is detected via the increase/decrease in
entanglement degradation in the dropped cavity.
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In the regime considered here, no oscillations of N (2) were apparent at any scale,

though we cannot rule them out in a different parameter regime. The monotonic

increase in negativity seen in Figure 7.3 contrasts with the oscillatory behaviour

found in the flat-spacetime scenario mentioned above. One similarity, however, is

the increased sensitivity of the state to degradation for higher m (see Figures 7.2

and 7.3 of [65], noting that fαm >> fβm) which can be seen for the present case in

Figure 7.2.

The oscillating term in the integrand of β
(1)
mn has a higher frequency than the one

for α
(1)
mn (see Equations (5.12)). Consequently, for comparatively slowly-varying

velocities, the magnitude of former is generally smaller than that of the latter.

Indeed, in the regime considered here, fβm is between 1 and 5 orders of magnitude

smaller than fαm. The entanglement degradation is therefore largely determined by

fαm. If we choose the squeezing parameter such that the initial negativity of the

two-mode squeezed state is the same as for the Bell state, i.e. ζ = log
√

2, then

N (1)
TMSV = N (1)

Bell + fβm, and the behaviour of N (1)
TMSV is then very similar to that of

N (1)
Bell. For the large-scale behaviour shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3, one can therefore

equally take the results for the Bell state (orange) to be for a two-mode squeezed

state with ζ = log
√

2.

The results show that the degradation of entanglement in this scenario is orders of

magnitude smaller than the generation of entanglement from the vacuum between

pairs of modes in a single cavity (Scenario 1, Figure 7.1), though both effects occur

on an extremely small scale. To understand the relation between the two effects,

consider the following. Let us write the Hilbert space of the field states in the

dropped cavity as Hm ⊗ HR, where Hm corresponds to mode m, and HR to all

other modes. Denoting the Hilbert space corresponding to mode n in the stationary

cavity as Hn, we can write the unitary evolution of the field in both cavities between

t = 0 and t = T as Un ⊗ UmR, where UmR acts on Hm ⊗HR. Note that UmR was

the transformation that generated entanglement in Scenario 1. Given the separable

form of the transformation, the entanglement between the spaces Hn and Hm⊗HR
cannot change, and therefore the reduction of entanglement between m and n must

be compensated by the generation of entanglement between mode m and modes R.

While this has some of the flavour of results regarding the monogamy of entangle-

ment, the fact that there is no maximally-entangled state in a continuous-variable

system prevents us from reasoning based on monogamy alone. In particular, since

there is no upper bound to the entanglement between Hm and any other system, it

is always possible to generate entanglement between Hm and HR without affecting

the entanglement between Hm and Hn.
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7.4 Scenario 3: change in entanglement fidelity within

a single apparatus

7.4.1 Setup

In this final scenario we investigate how mode-mixing and particle creation affect

change the entanglement fidelity when a single cavity, containing a Bell state of

modes m and n, is made to fall from the drop tower. This is necessarily a second-

order effect [220]. We could proceed by calculating the perturbative Bogoliubov

transformations of each Bell state up to that order, normalising them,3 and then

finding the entanglement fidelity via Equation (3.3). We can instead considerably

simplify this lengthy procedure by the considerations in the following section.

7.4.2 Perturbative transformation of the entanglement fidelity

First, working to second order, let us write a perturbed but unnormalised field state∣∣∣ψ̃〉 as ∣∣∣ψ̃〉 =
∣∣∣ψ(0)

〉
+
∣∣∣ψ(1)

〉
+
∣∣∣ψ(2)

〉
(7.10)

where
∣∣ψ(j)

〉
denotes that a term is of jth-order in the expansion parameter. The

term
∣∣ψ(0)

〉
is normalised, being the state which results from the straightforward

time evolution of a stationary cavity, i.e. the target state. Equation (3.3) then gives

the entanglement fidelity with respect to the target state as

Fψ(0) = N2
∣∣∣〈ψ(0)

∣∣∣ ψ̃〉∣∣∣2 (7.11)

where N is a real number normalising N
∣∣∣ψ̃〉. Introducing the notation

ψjk :=
〈
ψ(j)

∣∣∣ψ(k)
〉
, (7.12)

we can then expand N2 to second order:

N2 :=
〈
ψ̃
∣∣∣ ψ̃〉−1

= 1− ψ01 + ψ10 + ψ11 + ψ02 + ψ20 + (ψ01 + ψ10)2 (7.13)

and consequently, Equation (7.11) gives

Fψ(0) = 1 + |ψ01|2 − ψ11. (7.14)

3This is made necessary by the perturbative nature of the transformation - see e.g. [220].
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In the following, we will write this as

FX = 1− F (2)
X , (7.15)

with F
(2)
X := − |ψ01|2 + ψ11 and where X = Φ+,Φ−,Ψ+,Ψ− will label the initial

Bell state (which in turn determines the ψjk). The F
(2)
X then quantify the decrease

in entanglement fidelity, much as N (2) did for the negativity. From Equation (7.15)

we see that we only need to calculate the transformed states to first order, and that

we do not need to normalise them. We now consider the correlated states, |Φ+〉 and

|Φ−〉, and the anticorrelated states, |Ψ+〉 and |Ψ−〉 separately.

7.4.3 Correlated states

Let us first consider the correlated Bell states |Φ+〉 and |Φ−〉. Recalling the notation

introduced in Equations (2.46) in light of Equations (5.12), we see that in our case

Gm = eiω̄m(T ), where ω̄m(T ) was defined in Equation (5.13a). Using Equation (7.15)

to calculate the entanglement fidelity after the transformation, we obtain

F
(2)
Φ+ = −=

(
Gnβ

(1)∗
nm

)2
−<

[∑
p

(
β(1)
pm α

(1)∗
pn + β(1)∗

pn α(1)
pm

)]

+
1

2

[∑
p,q

∣∣∣β(1)
pq

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣β(1)
mn

∣∣∣2 +
∑
p

(∣∣∣α(1)
pm

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣α(1)
pn

∣∣∣2)] (7.16a)

F
(2)
Φ− = −<

(
Gnβ

(1)∗
nm

)2
+ <

[∑
p

(
β(1)
pm α

(1)∗
pn + β(1)∗

pn α(1)
pm

)]

+
1

2

[∑
p,q

∣∣∣β(1)
pq

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣β(1)
mn

∣∣∣2 +
∑
p

(∣∣∣α(1)
pm

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣α(1)
pn

∣∣∣2)] , (7.16b)

where we have made use of the perturbative form of the Bogoliubov identities given

in Equations (2.47). Equations (7.16) are symmetric in m and n, a consequence of

Equation (2.47c).

Given the roles of the coefficients αpq and βpq in determining mode-mixing and

changes in particle number respectively, we can interpret the physical origin of some

of the terms in Equations (7.16a). The first term in each equation arises due to the

generation of pairs of particles in modes m and n but with a different phase to that

of |1m1n〉 in the target state. The sum over the magnitudes of the β
(1)
pq coefficients

describes the generation of particle population from the vacuum across all modes of

the field, and the final term results from the transfer of population out of modes m

and n due to mode-mixing.
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7.4.4 Anticorrelated states

We now consider the anticorrelated Bell states |Ψ+〉 and |Ψ−〉. We find the reduction

in entanglement fidelity for these initial states in the same manner as in Section 7.4.3,

giving

F
(2)
Ψ+ = −=

(
Gnα

(1)∗
mn

)2
+ <

(∑
p

β(1)
pm β

(1)∗
pn

)

+
1

2

(∑
p,q

∣∣∣β(1)
pq

∣∣∣2 +
∑
p

∣∣∣α(1)
pm + α(1)

pn

∣∣∣2) (7.17a)

F
(2)
Ψ− = −=

(
Gnα

(1)∗
mn

)2
−<

(∑
p

β(1)
pm β

(1)∗
pn

)

+
1

2

(∑
p,q

∣∣∣β(1)
pq

∣∣∣2 +
∑
p

∣∣∣α(1)
pm − α(1)

pn

∣∣∣2) (7.17b)

where we have again made use of Equations (2.47). As for the correlated states,

these expressions are symmetric in m and n, a consequence of Equation (2.47b).

As for the correlated states, we can interpret the physical origin of some of the

terms appearing in Equations (7.17). The first term in each equation describes the

exchange of population between modes m and n, but in such a way that the relative

phase of |0m1n〉 and |0n1m〉 may be modified. Again, the sum over the magnitudes of

the β
(1)
pq coefficients describes the generation of particle population from the vacuum

across all modes of the field, and the final term results from the transfer of population

out of modes m and n due to mode-mixing.

7.4.5 Results and discussion

The reduction in entanglement fidelity after the fall is shown in Figure 7.4 for each

initial state, and for a range of modes m and n. As in Section 7.3, we see broadly

an increase in the extent of the effect with increasing mode, though now the result

of course depends on n as well as m, since both modes belong to the dropped

cavity. We also see a difference in behaviour between the correlated states and the

anticorrelated ones. The reduction in entanglement fidelity for the correlated states

(Figures 7.4a and 7.4b) simply increases strictly as either m or n is increased. For

the anticorrelated states however (Figures 7.4c and 7.4d), the mode-dependence is

more complicated. For the initial state |Ψ−〉 (Figure 7.4d), we see a valley around

m = n, and a monotonic increase away from that valley (as long as m + n does

not decrease). For the initial state |Ψ+〉 (Figure 7.4c), we see the same valley, but
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Figure 7.4: Mode dependence of the reduction in entanglement fidelity after the fall
for the four initial states.
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Figure 7.5: The evolution of F
(2)
Φ+ (black) and F

(2)
Ψ+ (blue) throughout the fall, with

m = 1 and n = 2. The inset shows the small-scale oscillations of these quantities,

which for F
(2)
Ψ+ are of a sufficient amplitude and frequency to give the blue curve the

appearance of a band.
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followed immediately by a sharp ridge where m and n differ by 2, which then slowly

decreases as we move away from the central valley.

Figure 7.5 gives the behaviour of F
(2)
Φ+ and F

(2)
Ψ+ throughout the fall for m = 1

and n = 1. We see large-amplitude oscillations of F
(2)
Ψ+ , and significantly smaller

oscillations of F
(2)
Φ+ . This can be explained by the fact that for F

(2)
Ψ+ the amplitude

of the oscillations is determined by the magnitude of α
(1)
mn (from the first term in

Equation (7.17a)), while for F
(2)
Φ+ they are determined by the magnitude of β

(1)
mn

(from the first term in Equation (7.16a)), and as we discussed in Section 7.3.4, the

former is generally significantly larger than the latter (for slowly varying velocities).

We also see that F
(2)
Φ+ is strictly larger than F

(2)
Ψ+ throughout the fall.

Recent experiments have sought to detect any changes in entanglement fidelity in

a drop-tower scenario similar to the one described here [43]. In that experiment,

entangled photon pairs were produced in a |Ψ−〉-type state with respect to horizontal

and vertical polarisation states, travelling in optical fibres during a fall of 1.4 s. A

reduction in fidelity greater than 1.08% was ruled out by the experiment, and there is

(to our knowledge) no theoretical prediction regarding a reduction in fidelity for this

experimental setup. For comparison, the reduction predicted here is on the order

of 10−12% for a fall of approximately 4.5 s, though our model deals with particle-

number states of a cavity, not photon-polarisation states in an optical fibre, and our

results are therefore of limited applicability. It would be of interest to develop a

model to predict the outcome of such an experiment, and see if the prediction varies

significantly in magnitude from the results we present here.

7.5 Conclusion

We have examined three scenarios involving motion-induced changes in entangle-

ment as a result of a cavity being dropped from a certain height. In the first

scenario, we considered the generation of entangled particles in pairs of modes in a

single cavity. The results contrast with the case of uniform acceleration in flat space-

time in that entanglement can be generated to first order between modes of the same

parity, a consequence of the tidal forces experienced by the cavity, though this effect

is strongly suppressed compared to entanglement generation between modes with

differing parities. We found that more entanglement is generated for modes with a

lower frequency, and between neighbouring modes.

The second scenario regarded the degradation of entanglement shared between two

cavities when one remains stationary and the other is dropped. We found that

when the initial state is either a two-mode squeezed state or a Bell state, the coarse

behaviour of the entanglement degradation is determined by mode-mixing effects. As
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a consequence, the behaviour of the degradation for a two-mode squeezed vacuum

behaves as a scaled version of the Bell state, with the scaling determined by the

squeezing parameter. In contrast with the flat-spacetime scenario mentioned above,

we found no oscillations in the degradation over time, though we did find an increase

in the degradation with increasing mode number (of the dropped cavity’s initial

state), in accordance with those results.

In the third scenario, we studied the change in entanglement fidelity when a cavity,

two of whose modes are prepared in a Bell state, is dropped. We found general

expressions for the reduction in entanglement fidelity after a perturbative Bogoliubov

transformation (Equations (2.46)), and presented numerical investigations into how

this reduction depended on the chosen mode and initial state. We found a non-trivial

mode dependence, with some similarities to the study of the decrease in negativity,

and some differences. Here, unlike for the reduction in negativity, we found an

oscillatory behaviour over time, being significantly stronger for a particular initial

state.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary

We set out to find novel effects in quantum systems as a result of spacetime curva-

ture, focussing on the measurement of time and changes in entanglement content.

In order to describe a spatially-localised system while fully incorporating general

relativity, we considered a quantum field confined by boundaries, embedded in a

curved spacetime. We used a massless scalar field to model the electromagnetic

field (ignoring polarisation), which we described using QFT in curved spacetime. A

key issue that then arises is the necessity for a timelike Killing vector with which

to associate a quantisation of the field. This leaves open the problem of how to

describe the evolution of the field state when the system undergoes some arbitrary

motion. We gave a partial solution to this problem, namely a method for calculating

the Bogoliubov transformation (and therefore the transformation of the field state)

connecting the cavity modes before the motion with those after it. This requires

that the motion be finite in duration with respect to a stationary spacetime. We

worked in 1+1D, but an extension to 3+1D was given in Appendix C. The resulting

equations were solved perturbatively, assuming the velocity (in the conformally flat

coordinates) to be proportional to some small parameter.

The results described above gave a way to calculate the DCE in curved spacetime.

Applying this to the case where a single boundary oscillates, we found that the

presence of spacetime curvature results in novel particle creation resonances, and re-

covered some previous results regarding the known resonance. The novel resonances

provide an example of how our intuitive, flat-spacetime understanding of length can

correspond in curved spacetime to different notions depending on the context. We

also briefly considered the application of our approach to phonon states of a BEC,

sketching an argument for the potential amplification of the effect. We used the
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Schwarzschild spacetime to model the Earth’s gravitational field, and continued to

do so in the subsequent chapters.

We reviewed a quantum model of the light clock in an earlier chapter, described

using Gaussian state quantum mechanics, the relevant elements of which were also

reviewed. Developing this model further, we found that the deviation between the

times of two such clocks separates into a classical effect resulting from the changing

frequency, and an effect arising from the motion-induced change of the state of

the quantum field. We showed for Gaussian states that this does not depend on the

clock’s initial state, only the transfomation applied to it, which is in turn determined

by the spacetime and the clock’s path through it. Employing the results of the

preceding chapter to calculate the transformation of the field state, we considered

a situation where a clock falls to the Earth from a droptower, comparing it to

one remaining fixed. Examining the classical and quantum effects separately, we

found that the former was greater in magnitude than the discrepancy between two

comparable, ideal, classical observers, resulting in other words in a greater time

dilation. The quantum effect acted to further increase this difference, though it was

unsurprisingly many orders of magnitude smaller than the classical one. Examining

this on a small scale, we found oscillations in the clock time, depending on the

size (and therefore fundamental frequency) of the clock. Stepping outside of our

restriction that we consider Earth-based experiments for a moment, we found that

when increasing the spacetime curvature while keeping all other parameters fixed,

the classical effect diminished in magnitude while the quantum one grew.

Moving on to our discussion of entanglement, we gave a numerical investigation of

three scenarios, each making use of the same droptower setup as above. First was

the generation of entanglement between pairs of modes in a single dropped cavity.

While non-inertial motion in flat spacetime does not create entanglement between

pairs of modes with the same parity, the tidal force in our scenario does cause some

entanglement to be generated between these modes. The entanglement generated

between mode pairs of different parity was nonetheless significantly higher. Super-

imposed on this effect was a decrease in entanglement generation with increasing

frequency-difference between modes and a greater generation for lower-frequency

modes. In the second scenario we considered entanglement distributed between two

systems, one of which is made to fall. Considering a Bell state and a two-mode

squeezed vacuum state, we found that the behaviour of the entanglement degrada-

tion for the squeezed state is effectively a scaled version of the behaviour for the Bell

state, a consequence of the dominance of the mode-mixing aspect of the state trans-

formation over the particle-creating one. The degradation increased with increasing

mode number of the initial state in the dropped cavity. We saw no oscillations in

the degradation on the scale considered, unlike previous studies in flat spacetime.
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In the two scenarios described above we used the negativity to quantify the gener-

ation/degradation of entanglement. This measure has the benefit of being compar-

atively easy to calculate, but cannot be easily measured. For this reason, we used

the entanglement fidelity to quantify the effect in the third scenario, inspired by a

related experiment [43]. We first derived a general expression for the reduction in

entanglement fidelity as a consequence of a perturbative Bogoliubov transformation.

Applying this to Bell states within a single cavity, we found that the reduction exhib-

ited an interesting state-dependence, as evidenced by our numerical study. We found

the landscape of mode-dependence to be a little more complex for the anticorrelated

states. Likewise, the time-evolution of the fidelity differed between the correlated

and the anticorrelated states, with the latter exhibiting large-scale oscillations.

8.2 Taking things further

There are a number of limitations to the results described above. It would be of

interest, for example, to see the role played by a non-zero spin. A reconsideration of

the scenario where we investigated the change in entanglement fidelity in a dropped

box (Section 7.4), now including polarisation, would make the results more relevant

to the actual experiment being carried out [43]. Other aspects which could mod-

ify the results are the presence of mass, and a consideration of all 3 + 1 (known)

dimensions.

The method described in Chapter 5 relied upon the assumption that the system

is effectively stationary on the timescale of the mode frequencies (Equation (5.5)).

However, we have not quantified the limits of this assumption, for example by using

a multiple scale analysis, leaving open the risk of extending the method beyond its

regime of validity. This issue has recently been solved in [221], where the method in

Chapter 5 is generalised and made more rigorous, extending it to the case of a finite

period of “slow” spacetime dynamics.

The use of an optical cavity, while simplifying our analysis, is not a particularly

practical experimental platform on which to test the effect of large-scale motion

through curved spacetime. A more detailed analysis of the BEC implementation

discussed in Section 5.6 would be of value, carefully analysing how the spacetime

and the motion affect the behaviour of the bulk. In this regard, we note that

the first space-based BEC experiments have now begun [222]. Since the majority

of laboratory-scale quantum systems are described non-relativistically, often via a

Hamiltonian operator, it may be of use to the research community to find a common

language between these descriptions and the Bogoliubov transformations often used

in relativistic quantum information. To this end, Appendix D gives a recipe for
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translating perturbative Bogoliubov transformations into unitary operators to first

order. To apply this to the work described so far, it must be extended to at least

second order.

Perhaps the most important development of our work would be a better under-

standing of the specific role of curvature in the results we have presented. For a

pointlike observer, Einstein’s equivalence principle allows us to equate free-fall with

flat spacetime. However, for a system with some finite extent, tidal forces will reveal

the curvature of the spacetime. Likewise, one can equate a pointlike object at rest

in a gravitational field with one undergoing some proper acceleration in flat space-

time, and one finds again that this equivalence breaks down for a system with finite

extent. This is illustrated in [223], for example, where it is shown that a reference

frame at rest in a uniform gravitational field is not equivalent to a uniformly accel-

erating one. Given these considerations, one might find a comparable flat-spacetime

scenario to the droptower trajectories used here by starting in a reference frame

with a certain proper acceleration, undergoing a period of inertial motion, and then

ending in another accelerated reference frame. By choosing the appropriate param-

eters for the initial and final accelerations, as well as the duration of inertial motion,

one might compare that scenario with the results presented in Chapters 6 and 7.

Of particular interest is the question of whether there exist qualitative differences

between the cases of curved and flat spacetime (as in the novel resonance predicted

in Chapter 5), rather than merely quantitative differences, a question to which we

so far have no answer.
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Appendix A

Notation and abbreviations

Tables A.1 and A.2 respectively list the abbreviations and some of the notation used

in the text.

Abbreviation Meaning

BEC Bose-Einstein Condensate

DCE Dynamical Casimir Effect

EPR Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen

POVM Positive-Operator-Valued Measure

PPT Positive Partial Trace

QFT Quantum Field Theory

SQUID Superconducting QUantum Interference Device

ZARM
Zentrum für Angewandte Raumfahrttechnologie und Mikrogravitation

(Center of Applied Space Technology and Microgravity)

Table A.1: A list of the abbreviations used in the text.
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Notation Meaning

⊕ the direct sum

⊗ the tensor product

A⊗n the tensor product of A with itself, n times

{. . .} a set of objects

〈A〉 the expectation value of A with respect to some quantum state

detA the determinant of A

trA the trace of A

AT the transpose of A

ATB the partial transpose of A with respect to the subspace B

A∗ the complex conjugate of A

A† the Hermitian conjugate of A; A† := AT∗

A(j) the part of A which is jth-order in some small quantity

A[j] denotes that A corresponds to boundary j

<(a), =(a) the real and imaginary parts of a, respectively

∂µ partial derivative with respect to coordinate xµ

∂y partial derivative with respect to quantity y

∇µ covariant derivative

δij , δ
i
j Kronecker delta, equal to 1 if i = j, and 0 otherwise)

x a spatial vector with components xk, with k = 1, 2, 3

T exp the time-ordered exponential

Table A.2: A list of the abbreviations used in the text.



Appendix B

The Bogoliubov transformation

for constant-length motion

In this appendix, we present a test the validity of the results given in Chapter 5.

Specifically, for the subset of boundary trajectories such that the distance between

the boundaries is constant (in the conformally-flat coordinates), we give an alterna-

tive way to find the Bogoliubov transformation resulting from the motion, and show

to first order that it coincides with the results of Chapter 5.

We adopt the notation and definitions of Chapter 5, and we further define

A := A[1] +A[2] (B.1a)

B := B[1] +B[2], (B.1b)

where A[j] and B[j] (with j = 1, 2) were defined in Equations (5.9b). For constant

L, we have dx1
dt = dx2

dt , and then Equations (5.12) give, to first order

αmn = eiωmT
[
δmn +Amn

∫ T

0
dt e−i(ωm−ωn)t dx1

dt

]
(B.2a)

βmn = eiωmTBmn

∫ T

0
dt e−i(ωm+ωn)t dx1

dt
. (B.2b)

We will now show another way to derive Equations (B.2), starting from the equation

of motion for the field (Equation (5.1)), which we recall here:

(
∂2
t − ∂2

x

)
Φ = 0. (B.3)

In the same manner as [224], we move to new coordinates (t, q) with q(t, x) :=

123
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x− x1(t), and thus

∂2
t − ∂2

x → ∂2
t +

(
q̇2 − 1

)
∂2
q + q̈∂q + 2q̇∂q∂t (B.4)

where a dot denotes the derivative with respect to t. To incorporate the low-velocity

assumption, i.e. |q̇| << 1, we assume that we can write q̇(t) = ηẏ(t) for some y(t)

and η << 1. To first order in η, Equation (B.3) is then

[
∂2
t − ∂2

q + q̈∂q + 2q̇∂q∂t
]

Φ(t, q) = 0 (B.5)

with the (now time-independent) boundary conditions Φ(t, 0) = Φ(t, L) = 0. We

seek solutions ϕm(t, q) to Equation B.5 in terms of the spatial part of the stationary-

cavity solutions given in Equation (5.2):

ϕm(t, q) =
∑
p

Qmp(t)Np sin (ωpq) (B.6)

For a cavity which is stationary for t ≤ 0 and t ≥ T , we have the conditions

ϕm(t ≤ 0, q) = Nme
−iωmt sin (ωmq) (B.7a)

ϕm(t ≥ T, q) =
∑
p

{
Np

(
α̃mpe

−iωpt + β̃mpe
iωpt
)

sin (ωpq)
}
, (B.7b)

i.e.

Qmn(t ≤ 0) = e−iωmtδmn (B.8a)

Qmn(t ≥ T ) = α̃mne
−iωnt + β̃mne

iωnt, (B.8b)

where α̃mn and β̃mn are the Bogoliubov coefficients encoding how the post-motion

solutions can be written in terms of the pre-motion ones. We now insert the general

solution (Equation (B.6)) into Equation (B.5) and obtain an infinite set of coupled

differential equations for the Qmn(t). To do this, we use the following identities∫ L

0
dq Nm sin (ωmq)Nn sin (ωnq) =

δmn
2ωn

(B.9a)∫ L

0
dq Nm cos (ωmq)Nn sin (ωnq) = gmn (B.9b)

where

gmn :=

0 for m = n
√
mn[1−(−1)m+n]
(m+n)(m−n)π for m 6= n.

(B.10)
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We thus obtain

Q̈mn + ω2
nQmn = 2ωn

∑
p

(
2q̇ Q̇mp + q̈ Qmp

)
gpn (B.11)

Seeking solutions up to first order in η, we write Qmn = Q
(0)
mn + ηQ

(1)
mn, and hence

obtain equations for the zero and first-order parts:

Q̈(0)
mn + ω2

nQ
(0)
mn = 0 (B.12a)

Q̈(1)
mn + ω2

nQ
(1)
mn = 2ωn

∑
p

(
2ẏ Q̇(0)

mp + ÿ Q(0)
mp

)
gpn. (B.12b)

The condition given in Equation (B.8a) then becomes

Q(0)
mn(t ≤ 0) = e−iωmtδmn and Q(1)

mn(t ≤ 0) = 0. (B.13)

Assuming continuity of Qmn(t) and Q̇mn(t) at t = 0, we solve Equations (B.12)

subject to the conditions (B.13), giving

Q(0)
mn(t) = e−iωmtδmn (B.14a)

Q(1)
mn(t) = gmn

∫ t

0
ds
[
(ωm + ωn) e−i(ωm−ωn)se−iωnT

− (ωm − ωn) e−i(ωm+ωn)seiωnT
]
ẏ(s).

(B.14b)

Now, comparing the definitions of Amn and Bmn (Equations (B.1)), with that of

gmn (Equation (B.10)), we find that gmn = − Amn
ωm+ωn

and gmn = Bmn
ωm−ωn , and hence

Q(0)
mn(t) = e−iωmtδmn (B.15a)

Q(1)
mn(t) = −

∫ t

0
ds
[
Amne

−i(ωm−ωn)se−iωnT +Bmne
−i(ωm+ωn)seiωnT

]
ẏ(s). (B.15b)

We obtain the Bogoliubov coefficients by using the condition given in Equation (B.8b)

and continuity at t = T :

α̃mn = δmn +Amn

∫ T

0
dt e−i(ωm−ωn)t ẋ1(t) (B.16a)

β̃mn = Bmn

∫ T

0
dt e−i(ωm+ωn)t ẋ1(t). (B.16b)

These correspond to the transformation from the pre-motion mode solutions to the

post-motion solutions, where both sets of solutions are evaluated at t = T . To

transform from pre-motion solutions evaluated at t = 0 to post-motion solutions

evaluated at t = T , we “undo” the phase evolution of the pre-motion solutions from
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t = 0 to t = T , giving the coefficients:

αmn = eiωmT
[
δmn +Amn

∫ T

0
dt e−i(ωm−ωn)t ẋ1(t)

]
(B.17a)

βmn = eiωmTBmn

∫ T

0
dt e−i(ωm+ωn)t ẋ1(t), (B.17b)

which are exactly Equations (B.2). The two methods therefore coincide.



Appendix C

The Bogoliubov transformation

for boundary motion in a static

3+1D spacetime

The results presented in Section 5.4 can be straightforwardly generalised to a static

spacetime with 3 + 1D. Considering such a spacetime, there exist some coordinates

(t,x) (where x has components xk with k = 1, 2, 3) such that the Klein-Gordon

equation (Equation (2.16), with zero mass) is separable, i.e. one can seek so-

lutions in the form φm(t,x) = Tm(t)Xm(x) (where the label m is no longer a

single number). In this case, ∂t is a timelike Killing vector, and (ignoring nor-

malisation) we have Tm(t) = e−iωmt for some ωm. As in Section 5.4, we write

the solutions as φm(t,x; x1,x2), where x1 and x2 now denote the boundary po-

sitions in D spatial dimensions, and we can now follow exactly the same proce-

dure as before, with Sδ now comprised of inner products between φm (t,x; x1,x2)

and φm (t,x; x1 + δx1,x2 + δx2). The total transformation then satisfies the multi-

dimensional generalisation of Equation (5.8):

dS

dt
=

[
iΩ +M

[1]
k

dxk1
dt

+M
[2]
k

dxk2
dt

]
S (C.1)

where the sum over k is implicit, and

M
[j]
k =

[
A

[j]
k B

[j]
k

B
[j]∗
k A

[j]∗
k

]
, (C.2a)

(
A

[j]
k

)
mn

:=

(
∂φm

∂xkj
, φn

)
,
(
B

[j]
k

)
mn

:= −

(
∂φm

∂xkj
, φ∗n

)
, (C.2b)

with j = 1, 2.
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Appendix D

Unitary form of perturbative

Bogoliubov transformations

In this Appendix we give a recipe for translating from perturbative Bogoliubov

transformations of mode solutions to unitary transformation of field states (up to

first order). We recall that the Bogoliubov coefficients are written perturbatively as

(Equations (2.46))

αmn = Gmδmn + α(1)
mn (D.1a)

βmn = β(1)
mn (D.1b)

with |Gm|2 = 1. Let us write Gm = eiθm for some θm ∈ R. We note that every

unitary transformation U can be written in terms of a generating Hermitian matrix

H as U = e−iH . Now, since the transformation which we seek is Gaussian, this

matrix is at-most-quadratic in the ladder operators (see Section 3.2), and we can

therefore write

H = −1

2

∑
mn

(
Xmna

†
man +X∗mnama

†
n + Ymna

†
ma
†
n + Y ∗mnaman

)
(D.2)

for some X = X† and Y = Y T . Now, if we write the generator perturbatively as

H = H(0) +H(1), i.e. X = X(0) +X(1) and Y = Y (0) + Y (1), then to reproduce the

zero-order effect of Equations (D.1), we must have X
(0)
mn = −δmnθm and Y (0) = 0.

Now, from the definition of the exponential, we have

U =

∞∑
k=0

(−i)k

k!

(
H(0) +H(1)

)k
. (D.3)
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It will be useful to introduce the following notation. We write bxck, with x ∈ N,

to represent the operator composed of product of k operators, each being either

H(0) or H(1), such that the subscripts of this product give the k-bit representation

of the number x. For example, the 4-bit representation of the number 5 is 0101,

and therefore b5c4 ≡ H(0)H(1)H(0)H(1). We leave bxck undefined in the case where

x > 2k − 1 (i.e. x is too large to be represented with k bits). Using this notation,

we have the relation (
H(0) +H(1)

)k
=

2k−1∑
x=0

bxck, (D.4)

which can easily be proven by induction. Now, the order of a term represented

by bxck is given by the Hamming weight (i.e. the number of 1’s) of the binary

representation of x. Therefore, since we work to first order, a term bxck is only

non-negligible if x = 0 (i.e. there term is zero-order) or if x = 2j for some j ∈ N.

Consequently, combining Equations (D.3) and (D.4), to first order we have

U =

∞∑
k=0

(
−iH(0)

)k
k!

+

∞∑
k=1

(−i)k

k!

k−1∑
j=0

(−i)k

k!
b2jck

=e−iH(0) +

∞∑
k=1

(−i)k

k!

k−1∑
j=0

H
(k−1−j)
(0) H(1)H

j
(0).

(D.5)

Now, for two arbitrary operators O1 and O2, we have the relation

[Ok1 , O2] =

k−1∑
j=0

O
(k−1−j)
1 [Ok1 , O2]Oj1, (D.6)

which can also be proven by induction. Comparing Equation (D.6) with the last

sum in (D.5), we seek some operator B such that

H(1) = [H(0), B]. (D.7)

Such an operator is given by

B =− 1

2

∑
mn

(
X

(1)
mn

θm − θn
a†man −

X
(1)∗
mn

θm − θn
ama

†
n

+
Y

(1)
mn

θm + θn
a†ma

†
n −

Y
(1)∗
mn

θm + θn
aman

)
.

(D.8)
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Combining Equations (D.5-D.7), we then have

U = e−iH(0) +
∞∑
k=1

(−i)k

k!
[Hk

(0), B]

= e−iH(0) +
[
e−iH(0) , B

]
.

(D.9)

The properties of X and Y imply that B† = −B, ensuring that U †U = 1 (to first

order).

Now, it remains only to express X(1) and Y (1) in terms of the Bogoliubov coefficients

in Equation (D.1). To do this, we equate the transformation of the ladder operators

in both representations, i.e.

U †amU =
∑
n

(
α∗mnan − β∗mna†n

)
, (D.10)

where the right-hand side was given by Equation (2.37). We use Equation (D.9),

along with the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula for two arbitrary operators O1

and O2:

eO1O2e
−O1 =

∞∑
k=1

1

k!
[O1, O2]k (D.11)

where [O1, O2]0 := O2 and [O1, O2]k := [O1, [O1, O2]k−1]. This gives

X(1)
mn = − θm − θn

e−iθm − e−iθn
α(1)∗
mn (D.12a)

Y (1)
mn =

θm + θn
e−iθm − eiθn

β(1)∗
mn (D.12b)

and hence, given Bogoliubov coefficients written in the form of Equations (D.1), i.e.

the form used throughout this thesis, one can find the unitary transformation of

the field state by substituting Equations (D.12) into Equation (D.8), and in turn

substituting that into Equation (D.9), which we leave as an exercise to the reader.

Following this recipe, one can confirm that the vacuum state transforms according

to Equation (2.48) to first order.
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